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President baa signed
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eimul win noiu anouier
128,818
" v.iproclamation adding
on
meet
eli-oemruaj.
.tthp m time : letic neid
initiating 81,561 acres from the The meet held in February was
May 11, 1910.
Pecos National Forest, New for the boys. The meet to be
tvor nf the Village of Ah Unfit, New Mexico:
held Saturday is for the girls.
Mexico.
:
The eliminations made by this Like the previous meet, it will
tP
may
ViUage
of
of
with the
re9Ídent8
in competition
th
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r .it lia u!..iur the
I" 'der
v j 'be
Ul'M IBIIiauMl
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liv
Knowing that the ,, n.lifl 1
we. the undersigned, as Trustees of the Village, side of the Forest, and embrace schools for the blind of the many
woul.l be in the West in the not be mis-leand will be unautumn, Chairman Uugan oí the beg to reply to your communication of May 4th, 1910, addressed to a strip from two to three miles different Btates,
auspices of the National
board of control cabled Mr. the Board of Trustees of the Village of Alamogordo, in which you in width from the northwest der the
Association. The boys
Athletic
Gade
Roosevelt a cordial invitation, in state your reasons for refuting to approve the ordinance passed by corner south to the Juan
were fortunate enough to win the
behalf of the Irrigation congress. kA u,.r,l on th- - Hrrl dav of May. 1910, amending section 9 nf baldon Grant. While these lands
contain some juniper and pinon first prize in the former contest.
to be the guest or the city during
oí
amount
the
reducsd
amendment
which
taid
No.
6:
Ordinance
timber, there is not enough of it and the girls very likely will
the congress.
thousand
three
from
dealer
liquor
by
a retail
to warrant keeping the area with- display athletic class enough to
There are good reasons for be- Ícente to be paid
prizes.
lieving that Mr. Roosevelt will dollars (as fixed by section 9, Ordinance 5) to two thousand dollars. in the Forest. No portion of the secure one of the three
remarka
be
certainly
would
It
Fe Creek
be enabled to attend. He is on
Your statement that on the 16th day of March, last, the amount watershed of the Santa
Superintendent
record
for
able
is affectsd by this change.
of the strongest supporter of the of
retail liquor license was fixed at three thousand dollars by The additions lie entirely south Pratt and Physical Director Cox
the
great-wmJk
Irrigation congress, and is
unanimous vote of the Board of Trnttees" is technically correct. of the former boundaries of the to have both their teams win a
ly interested in its aims and wel- - a
ONLY.
Pecos, and embrace the top of the national trophy. The athletic
fare.
Glorieta Mesa south to within a prowess of these blind student
Permit us to state the actual facts in the matter:
The governors of the states of
is all the more wonderful and
the union are preparing to ap
Ordinance No. 6 provides the manner in which licentet thall few miles of Canyon Blanco, and
when it is taken into
point the official delegates to the be issued, and how payment! for license shall be made. It alto also include two tracts near Las creditable
that this is the
consideration
so
been
Colonial. The line has
congress. Prompt and satisfaccontains a schedule of the amount! which persons, firms, or corpo drawn as to exclude the entire first year that they have ever
tory responses and being receivshall pay for license in conducting their various businesses, Pecos Valley and confine the been engaged in tuch work.
ed from the officials of outside rations
also fixes the penalties for violations of the ordinance.
Forest to the best timbered areas Last year Mr. Pratt's school at
2340 states as well as the mayor and and
('ompany "I"
(No.
6) was in thit region. In the case of the Pittsburg won first honor in the
On March 16th, 1910, the above license ordinance
1886 prominent commercial bodies in
Public School
contest for boys and second
paised, as whole, by unanimous vote of the Board, but not until addition south and west of the
1078 the great cities.
Mist. Lottie Edwards
in the contest for girls
At the offices of the board of the matter of the Saloon license (ftecttou 91 had been debated and Pecos River the boundaries fol- honoryear hie school at Alamo868
Odd Fellows
This
Mesa as close711 control in the Central block, sev contested at an informal meeting held in your law offices on the low the rim of the
Alamogordo Sanatorium
gordo has already won first bailpossible.
ly
as
communications
222 eral hundred
such
meeting
baptist College
Trustees
1910.
At
Scipio
14th,
March
of
evening
Some yellow pine timber, or in the contest for boys, and
112 are being sent ont daily to all
christian Church
liquor
the
placing
licente at $2000.00, estimated at 48,000,000 B. M., has an excellent chance for one
were in favor of
81 parts of the United States in and Hill
Miss N ettie Roacoe
of the honors in the contest for
answer to inquiries concerning and so voted. Trutteet Park aud Evans voted for a $8000.00 is found on the Glorieta Mesa,
High School
great deal of the former girls. It ought to be a source
9 the congress and irrigation inter license. There being a tie vote among the trustees, the license but a
Miss Ellen Quinliveu
stand has been cut off. Under of a vast deal of satisfaction to
8 ests in Colorado.
was finally fixed at $8000.00 by your deciding vote.
I'.lind Institute
careful management it is hoped Alamogordo to be able to turn
8
The various states are taking
Mt. Park Public 8chool
You further state that it now appears that the Alamogordo
quantity and the the tables on Pittsburg, the
an active interest and are ar- - Improvement Company hat succeeded in getting a majority of the that both the
'atholic Church
quality of the pine can be mark- home of many
5 ranging to participate in the ir
and
secured
minds,
passage
hat
The contest will comprise nine
the
of
their
the
change
edly improved. In addition to
rigation exhibits of the congress Board to
Masonic Lodge
events which are as foldifferent
from
three to two thousand dol the yellow pine there is a large
I for which elaborate preparations ordinance reducing the amount to
Modern Woodmen
broad jump,
standing
lows:
draw from your statement the quantity of cord wood and cedar
are beine made. The counties lart," and you leave the public
86 yard
high
jump.
standing
contributing certain moder inference and conclusion that a majority of the Board were acting post which are readily accessible
are
60
yard
egg
yard
60
dash,
dash,
First
Company "J"
to the various shipping points
ate amounts of money, for which at the tools of the Improvement Company ; and this in the face of
race,
junior
yard
60
race,
tack
along the Santa Fe Railroad.
The officers and men of Com- they will receive special advanyou had full knowledge that Trustees Scipio and Hill
that
fact
the
No grazing fees will be charg three legged race, 200 yard relay
pany "I" are now more than a tages and privileges for advertis
two
a
favored
thousand
dollar license ed upon this addition for the race, baseball throw. Mr. Cox,
from the beginning,
little elated over the Adjutant ing and advancing the interests have,
who has so carefully and intellilocalities. for saloons, and believed three thousand dollars too high. Alto, first year, and the grazing rights
ireneral's report to the Governor, of their repective
of all those who have been in gently directed the work of these
with reference to the annual in- This is a most attractive feature you listened to, and had knowledge of the statements of Trustees
the habit of regularly using this pupils, believes that they are in
spection of the New Mexico and the outside counties are
(Continued on page four)
area will be very carefully pro- condition to compete successfulNational Guard. That is because awakening sharply to the fact
tected. All the valid claims ly with any other school in
''orapany "I" received the best that this is the opportunity of
Miss Cameron Win Two
Good Lecture
initiated prior to the temporary America.
report of any company in the lifetime and that they cannot
Miss
Edith
Cameron returned withdrawal of this land will be
A large crowd attended the
territory. It it a remarkable and afford to mist it
School Entertainment
Wednesday
.
.
morning from El allowed to proceed to patent prein Alameda
praiseworthy record iio nare Every progressive citizen in lecture delivered
Paso,
by
where she went to be pres- cisely As if the Forest had not Tularosa, May 10. T u 1 a r o s
been made in competition with the state is boosting the irriga- Park last Sunday afternoon
ent
at
the final counting of the been created, and any lands school will close Friday, May 10.
Kansas.
Oirard,
of
Snyder,
K.
' ompanies which have
been or- tion congrett, thus helping him- J.
votes in the Herald's big popn found to be chiefly valuable for The day will be giveu to speak"The
was
subject
Snyder's
Mr.
ganised to much longer.
self and his own locality at well
Constitution," and related to larity contest. While she was agriculture and not needed for ing by visitors, recitations and
This report ought to be the as the state at large.
various features which the speak- disappointed in the hope of win administrative purposes will be songs by the children, appro
meant of infusing much more
er thinks should be incorporated ning the first grand prize, she listed to settlers under the Act priste exercises for the clas
Qthutiaim in the hearts of the
T. Sullivan, of the Forest in the constitution of New Mex was fortunate enough to secure of June 11, 190r).
W.
finishing the 8th grade, basketntire company. It is worth
Ft. Defiance, Arizona, ico, and some other features the fourth grand prize, which is
at
Service
ball, baseball, etc,
company
hile to belong to a
arrived in Alamogordo Monday whieh ought to be very carefully a $400.00 piano, and also a trip
On the evening of the 19th.
Cloudcroft Schedule
looking over the avoided. Many people who heard to California.
after
"
Literary Glub will give an
l'
the
n,r
TZZZZT.
which
corooeny
rhatisthesortof
The new train schedule on the
The citizens who so loyally
field of possibilities, decided that the lecture were favorably
the proceeds from
entertainment,
pride.
inspires interest and
the Alamogordo and Sacramento
Alamogordo was a good enough
supported
Alamogordo
an
girl
that
They
declared
will
to the school
given
be
which
he
Captain Kennedy reports that
to invett. He bought a much that he had to say was not with cash in advance subscrip Mountain Railroad will be the library and the church park.
place
is expecting a number of enlistforty acre tract on the La Luz in the nature of a political tirade tions deserve a good deal of most satisfactory one for Alamo- This entertainment will consist
ments from Tularoaa and Camp
road, jutt south of Dr. Oudger's but was based upon common credit. Thk News is very glad gordo which has ever been put of two plays, 'A Widower's
i ty to be made within a short
place. The consideration was sense and sound judgment. Til indeed that Miss Comeron has into effect. The train will leave Trials," and "Josiah's Court
hile. A long pull, and a strong
forty dollars an acre, cash. The News did not get a full enough been so fortunate as to earn such Cloudcroft at 6 KM) p. m., which ships." The new Sanchez hall
pull, and we will certainly land
h made through
l. n. rcnort to make any extracts a handsome and valuable reward will give the passengers going has been secured for thit pur
deal
the first appropriation to be made
12
sold
west from 80 to 46 minutes to
was
property
This
from the lecture, or to make any for her faithful and untiring ef
pose, and will be provided with
ty the legislature for an armory. Smith.
spend in Alamogordo, to eat supdollars
eighteen
forts.
months ago for
comment.
further
comfortable seats. This enter
per and look around the town.
an acre, and in the meantime,
tainment means two hours of real,
Reduction
Rmte
pennyworth
Telephone
It was first suggested that the jolly,
there has not been a
Rose Day
good natured fun, and you
in Lecture
Change
Mr.
train should leave Cloudcroft at will miss a
e of improvement work done.
One of the policies of the
treat if you mils it.
Next Sunday will be "Rose 6 :80, hut that would have given
As announced in Tai Niws
Telephone and Telegraph Smith said that Mr. Sullivan
on sale at the furniare
Tickets
Day"
Presbyterian
at the
week, Robert Ogden Smith,
the passengers no time to eat in
to. is to furnish the very best had already made arrangements last
church.
have
All
who
in
roses,
or
Tularosa. No tickets
store
ture
culhumoriit and impersonator, will can procure them, are requested Alamogordo, and not enough time
rvice at the lowest rate consist- to put the entire tract into
sold
be
wtll
after seats are all
Wednesday, May 18. to bring them to the church to eat before leaving Cloudcroft.
ent. In pursuaneeof this policy, tivation, 80 acres in alfalfa, and he here on
taken.
the company has already itsued ten in fruit. Within a short He will give the entertainment ounday morning. The pastor After June 1, when daily train
Corns to the play and stay for
will
preach
a
high
sermon
assembly
appropriate service is resumed, Alamogordo
room of the
in the
circular reducing the toll rate while Mr. Sullivan expects to
the school entertainment.
school building, instead of in the to the occasion.
ought to be quite a lively town
between Alamogordo and Tula begin the erection of a two story
Church, South. The
from about 7 :it in the evening
rosa, from 26 cents to 16 cents story residence. He wat accom- Methodist
M
H. Fisher, of Mountain
George
B.
was
Bent
has
prices
here
of
of
from
admission
scale
wife,
and
left
by
his
until after No. 1 leaves for the Park, was here on business laat
for the regulation three minute panied
be-reduced to 16, 26 and 86 ets. Bent, on business this week.
west a little after eight o'clock. I week.
Wednesday for California.
talk.
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ha shown that the
week
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and
still happen,
....xnected
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swtaetesj$i
I, at M
lno
'"e
bM a cinch on the big prize.
he Eire Department patltá1 its
usad strong vote and still retain-th- e
lead. The vote for Company
T was unusually heavy, andmaterially lessened the lead fornerly held by the Eire Depart- meal. The vote for the Public
wan greater than that of
So ho
wo previous weeks combined.
Hilt Lottie Edwards has supporters enough to keep her in the
ame class with the leaders.
Tl.o odd Eellows and the AlaSanatorium both moved
nogM
up with a rush, one scoring this
15 votes, and the other
votes. There was not much
m tivitv amone the contestants
the Alamogordo
Lmm
vrv- av
n
IV" II Ralnw
Sanatorium.
The present standing ot the
(intestants is as follows :
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Pueblo, Colo., May J Th .fhVers of the Eighteenth National
Irrigating Congress are enthus- iastic over the prospects of hav
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WATER FOR ALFALFA,

Exonerating the Hookworm
"My suspicion is," said I'ncle Kht
"dat some hook worms ketch delr laxt
ness Cum de 'folks dey been trafilo
with."
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Success

a Good
Sticker and You
H ill Always Win

TalkS

By MADISON
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a

Still

As

Electricity In the Stable
Vsrum suction combs arc now in
ue In stables to curry horses. An
electrically driven fan produce the
necessary vacum.

C. TETEUS

is a It tad IBS' mlurnsoment for the man who, though
lie may be beaten, cannot bo broken; who, if defeated, still

nnrnnmieriil
j... . - nnl nneonoueriilile.
i
Consult wiselv. resolve firmly, then execute with inflexible
He strong in your
purpose and irresistible determination.
confidence to overcome all opposition it is lack of confidencp
that courts failure. Make up your mind to win. Dispel nil
doubt?. Banish the ghouls of fear from your side, exorcise
them with the talisman of courage, put perseverance in their
place, and success will be yours.
Gain the reputation of persistency and it will be better than a letter
of credit; it will give ethers faith in ycur ability and your power to accomplish what you undertake. Such a reputation, like the gold standard, is
current the world over.
If you find no way, make one for yourself. Emulate the boy who
applied for a position and would not take "no" for an answer.
"Do you want a boy?"' asked the applicant.
"Nobody wants a boy," replied the merchant.
"Do you need a boy?" persisted the youth.
"Nobody needs a boy," returned the man.
"Well, say, mister, do you have to have a boy?" persevcringly demanded the little sticker.
"I am sorry to say I do, and I guess you are the boy I want," answered the merchant.
There is a romance about perseverance the most fascinating in history. D has characterized all the truly great men of both ancient and
modern times, bringing them from the pits of poverty, dungeons of obscurity and pillories of persecution into the white light of honor, wealth
and fame. It is the statesman's brain, the warrior's sword, the lawyer's
toga, the inventor's secret, the scholar's open sesame it is the driving
force which enables the human engine to reach the Grand Union depot
of Success.
is the fundamental quality which tells to advantage in every profession, trade and calling of life. Hawthorne's "Scarlet
Letter" took twenty years of drudgery, but the author kept at it, murmuring, "My time will come; my time will come." It did come; he produced
one of the master classics of the English language.
Bulwer scored nothing but failure after failure, yet he kept writing and writing until the
world was compelled to notice and acknowledge him as one of the greatest masters of modern fiction.
Success is measured not so much by what is accomplished as by the
opposition which is overcome. The most perilous hour is that in which
you are tempted to give up. When you arrive at the danger point, if you
don't pass it you are done for. Lose courage and vou lose all.
No man ever lost in the battle of life until he had first lost faith in
himself.
Columbus, in his journal day after day,
wrote:
"This day we sailed westward, which was
i
to- .
No matter what happened, he con- 0Iir course."
ltant'y steered for the west, for by so doing he
fc"
knew that he was tretrin" nearer tit,-- miner nf liii
ft, so through sunshine and storm, with leaky vessels and mutinous crew, he stuck until the glad cry
of "land ahead!" rang in his
ears. Sail
on, stick on, until the land of your ambition is
rvciwi
reached.
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Frequently Seepage From Poroue
Ditches and Waste Is Sufficient
However,
to Subirrlgate
Method Is Questionable.

Liberia's Coffee Productior
In Liberia coffee trees attain
height of more than 20 feet.

HEBE

General Rule Irrigation
From Surface Downward.

As a general thing alfalfa Is Irrigated from the surface downward. There
is. however, a small percentage of alfalfa lands, probably not more than
five per cent, of the total, which is
irrigated from below. Frequently the
seepage water from porous earthen
ditches and the waste water from lrrl- -

Memorial

to Women of Confederacy
Nashville. Tenn The Vnlted Con-

in
federate
Veterans' committee
charge of the movement to erect in
each southern state a mamorlal mon
ument to the women of the confederacy. will report at the annual reunion to be held !n Mobile In April
In favor of permitting the veterans
of each state to place the monument
at the most advantageous point hi th
state instead of specifying that It ( i
Into the capitel building.

Quaker Oats

FLM0 FR0M flELD DITCHK
the Moat Common wetnoa
Applying Water to Arid Land
In

--

a

is the world's food

the West.

Eaten in every

Flooding from Beld ditches or laterals Is still the moat common method
of applying wa.sr to the arid lands of
Western America. In the states of
Colorado, Wyoming, Utah, and to a
large extent ln Idaho, alfalfa, clover,
native meadows, and grain are Irrigated In this way. This manner of
wetting dry soil originated, It la believed. In the mountain states, and the
a
,.nc half rentnrv has witnessed
gradual evolution of this plan, so that
now It has not only become firmly
established, but Is regarded as the
best suited to the conditions under
which It Is practiced. It can be profit
ably used on slopes that are too steep
Fields having a
for other methods.
firm soil and n fall of 25 feet to 100
feet have been flooded successfully.
From this extreme the slope may
diminish to less than 0.1 feet In 100
feet. Its cheapness Is another f' a
ture which recommends it to the
farmer of limited means. Ordinary
raw land can he prepared for flooding
at nn expense of $2 to $5 per acre.
Again, it Is adapted to the use of
small water supplies. In the moun-tai-

country; eaten by

infants, athletes,
young and old.

Recognized

great strength

builder.
Delicious and economical

gated areas pass through the subsoil
fields sufficiently near the
surface to subirrlgate them. In other
places these seepage waters collect at
the lower levels and raise the ground
water near enough the surface to sup- nlv the plants with the needed mois
ture. It Is questionable if alfalfa
Common Misconception
gruWWI should place much depend"De exTaagant man." said Uncle ence on this mode of supplying moisEber:, " Is mo' or less liable to git de ture to the plant. What is gained in
high cost of llvin' mixed up In his not having to irrigate is usually more
mind wit de cost of high llvin."
than lost in damage done to both soil
systems
states the irrigation
and crop by the rise of the ground wabuilt to de
planned
and
been
have
ter. Wherever alkali Is prevalent the
Few Have the Knack
sman
liver water In comparatively
..
,
in i
nin n
It Is one of the hardest and nunt rise ui me
T
'
ln
"
followed
'f"
useful accomplishments in the world face is almost certain to be
and water users should he cer
to be annoyed without letting the fact bv an accumulation of alkali on the fw
i,..t
inrvnr vitlnmrxa
ti...
-ronnlred
ii
mm mm
i
'
annoy others.
can be se
borders
and
checks
for
alfa fa fields
Again, the
sp of
Waterproff Asbestos
J
.
Is usually nature's way of turea
for eituer ot
fields
preparing
According to a Herman publication subirrlgate
their
giving warning that the ground water
systems.
a firm in Munich has succeeded in
those
th. cr,
i.
water- anH nhrv-Hn- n.
artificially rendering ss!;e-stol Blading the land for this partlcu
should be made to
proof.
it Is not customary to
determine If the level is above the lar method
natural
danger limit. One of the best ways make many changes in theknolls are
Only
smaller
the
Brazil's Leading Export
surface.
by
is
of making such determinations
The nine leading articles of export means of bored test wells. These are removed and deposited ln the low
made always,
from Brazil are coffee, rubber, tobacmade by boring holes from two to places. An effort is
co, sugar, mate, cacao, cotton, hides, four inches ln diameter ln different however, to make the farm laterals
config
parts of the field and noting at regu- fit into the natural slope and
skins.
so
watered
be
to
tract
of
the
uration
lar intervals the elevation of the
ground water in each. Where the sub- as to bring the water to the high
Highest Form of Beauty
places. On steep slopes the laterals
Of all the beauty which can ador soil is a clay loam no lining will be
may be less tt.an 10 feet apart; on
,
....
..
I
- .
either man or woman, there Is no necessary other than a joint of drain
t. .. ' .
slopes inrj mm, u
hetuty like that of perfect health, a tile or a short wooden tube. Where natter
w
tne
spacing
it
apart,
more
hatever
the subsoil is loose it may be necesfine bearing, and a keen intelect.
sary to line the wells wiih thin gal- Is always desirable to have the slope
vanized iron or with a wooden box between them as nearly uniform as
The Money of the World
When the land In its nat
wells may be connected by a line possible.
The
Of th. world's stock of money seven
levels, the elevations being taken ural state Is uneven, the grading can
of
tbillion dollars Is gold, three and
on the tops of stakes driven beside be done best by a grader, or a scraper.
billions silver, and four and
the bells. These well records, If taken
billions uncovered paper.
at weekly or monthly Intervals, for
a Cash Business.
several years, will show at a glance
T,, ,iairvman i..ns something to sell
For Health and Vigor
not only the position of the ground for fagn
fay m the year. His
The wis,- use of ten minutes every water, but also Its rise and fall daiIy casneTerv
receipts may not seem
rigorous
aime
day in active
exercise
throughout the seasons. Whenever It vory arf;e t0 nu, wno have btCfl
at enlivening the vital organs rather is found that the water table stands use(1 t0 grain farming or stock farm-fothan at mere muscular development.
any considerable time at less than jng bllt nt tne elsa of the year his
Will go far to induce a healthy body.
four feet from the surface there is bank account will make a very good
cause for alarm and measures should showing along with that of his
be taken to prevent 6ucb an accumu- - neighbor, who farms on a broader
Powerful Wireless Apparatus
latlen of seepage waters or to remove g(.aie. Ready money Is greatly to be
The wireless apparatus on the fun-arthe surplus by drainage
desired at all times and the dairyman
liner Caronia is tne most powerAlfalfa is subirrigated also from 4 )s more fortunate ln that respect than
ful of any in steamship service, havthe beds of streams. On bottoms the any other farmer. Another thing in
ing a radius of 1.200 miles.
danger is not so great, because there his favor la that he Is not subjected
la leaa alkali present and the height to the market fluctuations. The inar-o- f
Veteran of Great Industry
the ground water is governed by k t for his product can be fixed by
Edward.
was
An interesting man
If he produces the right kind
the
condition of the stream. It hap- Entwistle, who has Just died, at the pens often that when the water table himself
of milk and butter. They are not af-igreat age of 95. He had the honor
at Its highest point the alfalfa fected by panics In the wheat market
of being fireman of the first lOCOBsS
plants are dormant or nearly so, and or gluts in the live stock market. He
tlve ever built. Indeed, he heltcd in as a result are not so readily injured. Is always able to tell to the dollar
the construction of Stephenson s en- what his Income will be, and Is thus
gine. at the age of 16 was chosen
d to lay his plans and govern
enablt
The magnificent effort! that pome newsMange
Curing
Killing
and
Vermin. his expenses
from hundreds of other young meaccordingly.
Mange can be cured, although it re
papers are making in behalf of pure Eng- chanics as fireman and accomrained
a
quires
patience.
clip
little
First
lish, and particularly their heroic struggle Stephenson on the famous "Rocket,"
parts'
Get the Best Seed.
when it astonished thousands by mak off all the hair on the affected
to compel their editors, reporters, scrubgreen soap and
pays
It
dog,
apply
of
to get the best of every
the
then
12
high
an
speed
of
miles
Ins the
Take for instance alfalfa
women and devils to have their adverbs hour. Later on, he emigrated to the allow It to remain five hours. When thing
properly placed, merit the commendation of United States, and became one of it Is washed with warm water scabs seed as it Is sold on the market that
the first steamboat engineers on the and scurf will come off. The parts is as it comes from the thresher. Ten
every lover of literary perfection.
should be wiped dry and the following to eighteen per cent, of the gross
Hudson river.
remedy applied by rubbing it thor- weight Is lost In cleaning the seed for
The locutions "always it is host," "freoughly into the dlsensed skin: Creo-lln- , the planting, hut it pays and pay.?
Three-Dolla- r
quently we have said," "definitely was deGold Piecea
one ounce: oil of tan, one ounce; big to sow the best grade of seed
cided," "merely is trying," "it commonly
TVs'nmir.s with th year 1R".4. and flowers of silphur, one ounce; lard Figure out what ten to eighteen per
is stated," etc., which grace the columns of end.r.g with the year 1:'. there were or vaseline, eight ounces. Mix all to- cent, of a crop means. It la not a
By CHARLES W. PHILLIPS
gold coins sent getber and rub into the afflicted skin trifling matter.
63fi.T!2 of three-dolla- r
Valuable time Is
the papers referred to, grow in beauty as
out from the 1'nited S'atea m.nts, a once dally for three or four days, then lost, to say nothing of the money
one studies them.
were
A
few
total value of $1.610.376.
for a week and apply again pended for trash and weed seeds try- lng to make a good crop from poor
The necessity for this battle for lin- made In the early years at the mints
Why should a farmer handiseed.
gual accuracy is made evident by a cursory examination of the writings at Dahlonega and New Orleans and
Drilling Beans.
cap himself by planting seeds that
quite a number of the San Francisco
Deans can be drilled in at the rate
of men who are popularly supposed to write "good English," but who have mint up to 1160, but the bulk of theao
have not been cleaned and tested.
bushel the acre In rows
carelessly adopted I beg pardon, carelessly have adopted the stvle that Coins were turned out by the mint at of
30 Inches apart, covering to a depth
our local authorities so vigorously oppose. For instance, we have Macau-la- y Philadelphia. Tney were never coin- - of from two to three Inches. A two- Disease Among Pears,
in sufficient numbers, there figed
A new disease among
pears
saying: "We are instantly overwhelmed," "They are not sufficient v
has
corn drill does very well for It
horse
really
show,
to
familiar can be adjusted to drill beans of most been noted ln Belgium. The diseased
ures
bcome
enlarged," "He has distinctly announced," "He has presumptuously
of banks, and It any
to the people ou's-idAfter the final disking, har fruit shows round brown spots, which
brought," etc. De Quincey fnys: "He will henceforward travel." Lord Is hardly strange that the existence row size.
the ground smooth. When the increase In size until the greater part
l.irgeiy
now
be
Bacon: "They are continually used." Edmund Burke: "It was merely of the coin should
f
an of the fruit It affected, after which It
bean sprouts are about
forgotten Houskeeper Magazine.
In one Instance the loss due
Inch long, go over the field with a falls.
necessary." George Meredith: "It is commonly stated." Cardinal Xew-innfungus was great, fully
to
this
generally
day
same
the
weeder
twice
"It may fairly seem." And, finally, that
'
On the Rocks.
stylist.
let the beans alone until they half of the fruit being destroyed,
Addison, is guilty of thsMj "I was yesterday walking," "It was finely'
Margaret Heand says that
cant are up and the seed beans have fallen Where the pears have been bagged
shaded," "He had before discovered."
phrases about the band that rocka off the stalk, when It Is time to Irrl-- 'hey did not suffer from the fungus.
These illustrations, together with many similar lapses by such slot-rnl- y the cradle be!ng unfit or unable to gate and follow again with the weeder Spraying with Bordeaux mixture. It it
believed, will prevent the disease.
a ballot are as silly a they art
grammarians as Scott, Thackeray, Dickens, Irving, Stevenson, etc.. cast
unconvincing If the hand Is so fool
Irish Cobblers Favored.
will amply prove eicuso amply will prove the extent of this
evil which lh or so incapable as that. It Is mort
Increasing Quantity of Milk.
During the past season Irish Cobraour present masters of prose are combating, and I sincerely hope
dangerous to the state to trust a
There is no method of feeding wbich
bler was the most profitable potato
they will
No:
die to It than to trust a ballot
be able to counteract the superstitious reverence of the
with nearly all our farmers. It made will Increase the percentage of fat In
masses for'these
objection Is only on the ground good crops early. In spite of the unfu
her
pretended masters of our common tongue.
of expediency; all things are lawful
iiiiithrwlu
tint !hr.
itf f..t
.
- - nr..
tuiiumuun, nun mriA
iuiu ,'ktfht
luiauir ra i iiri A,.nji,un.
I'aul but all well both for shipping and In nearby ins which will make a
to go bark to St
cow
things are not eipedient. If there markets The few peach orchards In profltaid- - v. ty oft. n linply by to- One of the prettiest incidents I ever could be a qualified uffrase for men this vicinity made good crops and creasing the (.uanilty of milk she
omen, the rase might be differ- - farmers were well pleased with the ' tves
snd
beheld at Christmas time was a scene
in ent. Rut the unqualified men won t high prices tbe fruit brought
the big Fairmont hotel in San Francisco give up what they have got. and the
Best Paying Farms.
unqualified women are trying to get
I came cast.
just
The best paying dry farms sre those
Milking the Cow.
o
áeservt-sthert
The actors were little boys and girls wha they don't
Any fool ran milk a gentle cow, but In which a system of cropping and
you are!
It requires good Judgment and Intelll feeding stock Is combined. Where the
and gat hem in the lobby of the hostelry
gent handling to make her a profitable crops are fed tn stock at the (arm
thoy sang in the sweetest tone of childInvestment. Better discard old Ideas there Is practically no loes of fertility.
hood
the
DIRECTORY and adopt newer methods, as they Imfamiliar hymns OKLAHOMA
measurably assist In paying bills when
which we have ever associated with the
Tomato Profits.
the rent comes due.
Tomato profits ran be Increased by
celebration of Christ's nativity.
starting plants early In hotbeds. For
STACK COVERS
As their young voices rang out through
the home garden transplant Into four
To Curt Slobbers.
By ALEX. P. EASTMAN
PmM
I'suiins.
a. Wtfm
ana Awelef
the corridors of the establishment toddy Tewte
(hauls F ill w n. i..j,
n mi reeves
.r
Sometimes a feed of cabbage Just Inch pots and there will be no setback
f1rt ! ititrnrti.n Pri' t tV
before using a horse that slobbers when tbey are planted out.
womeo in imported gowns and blazing in
from eating clover will prevent the unMANUFACTURING
BATES
CO.
duunond ceased their small talk to listen
pleasant lots of aallva.
Broom Corn Seed.
OKLAHOMA CITY
to the strains and stern men kept silent as memories of their purer dart
C
WJftW.kW.rt Jut. MM
It la not tbe ñau to which the purDldlhnli
vera evoked by tongs they had once loved to repeat
chaser ot broom corn seed should give
Science Makes Oood.
DEERE IMPLEMENTS
Scientific toll culture Is no longer his sttentlon. but rather to tbe qualIt was something beautiful and unique and it ought to be s custom
attacks of the skeptics, a ity ot tbe seed of either itandtrd or
everywhere.
end VELIE VEHICLES" j 41 open to thegood.
dwart vartetiea.
has made
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Jimmy Crow

Say, maw!

Yes. my son.

Mrs. Crow

Jimmy ('row If flies can fly, why
can't crows crow?
WASTED

A

FORTUNE
TROUBLE

ON SKIN

"I began to have an Itching over my
whole body about seven years ago and
this settled In my limb, from the knea
to the toes. I went to see a great many
physicians, a matter which cost me a
fortune, and after I noticed that I did
not grt any relief that way, I went for

three years to the hospital. But they
were unable to help me there. I used
all the medicines that I could see but
became worse and worse. I had an
Inflammation which made me almost
crazy with pain. When I showed my
foot to n:y friends they would get
I did not know
really frightened.
what to do. I was so sick and bad become so nervous that I positively lost
all hope.
"I had seen the advertisement

ot
the Cutirura Remedies a great many
times, but could not make up my mind
to buy them, for I had already used so
many medicines. Finally I did decide
to use the Cut cura Remedies and 1
tell you that I was never so pleased as
when I noticed that, after having used
two sets of Cuticura Soap, Cutlcura
Ointment and Cutlcura Pilla, the enI waa
tire Inflammation bad gone.
completely cured. I should be only
too glad If people with similar disease
would come to me and find out the
truth. I would only recommend them
to use Cuticura. Mrs. Bertha Sachs,
1621 Second Ave., New York. N. Y.,
Aug. 20 1909."
"Mrs. Bertha Sachs Is my sister Inlaw and I know well bow she suffered
and was cured by Cuticura Remedies after many other treatments
failed. Morris Sachs, 321 E. 89th St..
of
New York. N. Y.. Secretary
r
Kemp
Deutsch-Ostrowoe-

Unt.-Verel-

ner Hebrew Benevolent Society, etc."
For Settlement.
"That fellow seems to take himself
very seriously."
"Yes; be thinks his personal squabbles are xu ighty enough to be referred to The Hague."

Shady Character.

that every one
seems to know?"
"Ob, every one knows blm.
He's
our secret police." Fllegende Blatter
"Who Is the man

A Recommendation.
Landlady
You find her honest,
don't you?
Former Mistress
Honest! Why
she never takes even an order fren,
me! Judge.
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We would willingly have Stfctn
perfect, and yet we amend not our
own faults. Thomas a Kempts.
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Dunn? Change of Life,
says Mrs. Chas. Barclay

ii

Graniteville, Vt.
I was passing
through the Changeof Life and suffered
rrom nervousness
and other annoying
symptoms, and I
can trulv say that
LydiaE. Pinkham's

,

r

"E. visitor to Washington
who looks down from the
II gallery upon the sleepy.
II green carpeted senate Is
I
J
sure to be Impressed and
J
puzzled, If not actually
J
I thrilled, by the presence
of a blind man In that
j
droning citadel of federalism; a senator without
power to see, the youngest member of
the "American house of lords," representing the youngest state In the

YSPEPS

fTAIilMSTOMMi
NOT VERY REASSURING.

i

Vegetable

L'nlon.
If the atory of Senator Gore of
Oklahoma could serve no other purpose than to Illustrate bow a brave

heart and persistent ambition can
overcome even the greatest difficulties In life it would be worth telling.
Loyalty to a set purpose, maintained
resolutely through 25 years of bitter
struggle, raised this poor blind American boy to a seat in the most distinguished
body in the world,
although he sometimes lived on the
verge of starvation.
Nothing could
shake his determination to be a senator. He had no eyes, but he had a
tongue He had no money, but he had
courage He was obscure, but he had
a high ambition. He could
not see the
be doctor throws lota of work la world about him. but he had a
smile
hla
to win It. a perseverance to compel
rothar's way."
la his brother a doctor, too?"
Its admiration and support.
"No. He's an undertaker."
A few months after
Mississippi was
readmitted
to the Union in 1870 ThomBritain's Rulers.
as Pryor
is
pleasantly farm 30 Gore was born on an
miles from the nearest
pr id of his nationality, but it is ama-!.:he had to (50 back to Queen
Here the boy grew up among the
ibeth and the Tudors to ñnd Macreeks and pines, a stocky, gray-eyeil precedence
little felfor a Welsh
low, who could outrun any of his
companions.
On the
of Great Britain.
hen he was six years old the village of Walthall
other hand, England has often been was
established In the woods nearby and the
1
by Scotsmen. Of the last three Gore
family went there to live. Voung Tom at;
ra, two Sir Henry Campbell-- i
tended a small school set among the trees outmían and Mr. Balfour were side of the village.
S
Mr. Gladstone sat for a
At the age of eight years the boy's left eye
S
tch constituency, and so does Mr.
was blinded by an accidental blow from a
A
stick.
itth. Ireland has always been
Three years later he was employed as a page In
.supplying us with governing
the
The Duke of Wellington. Lord of Mississippi senate and boarded at the house
Senator
Z. George In Jackson.
One day,
i:
rta,
Lord Charles Beresford, while playingJ.
with a crossbow, an arrow entered
I. rd
Russell and a dozen others his right eye
and destroyed his sight.
mediately occur to me. It is odd
In spite of his affliction young Gore managed
member that it Is centuries since
to stand at the head of his class In school and at
it Britain had a purely Knglish
irelga. The Tudors were Welsh. the age of 17 years entered a normal school
Here he gradually became
Btuartl were Scotch. William III. which was opened.
I I' itchman and the Guclphs are totally blind, yet he mastered the high school
0' ierniM descent. London Chron- - course.
While Gore was attending the high school his
closest companion was a classmate, Charles H
Pittman. This youth used to read to him. One
A Small Loaf.
'famished fellow in the south-t- day they found an old volume of the Congres-ilona- l
Kecord. Going out to the stable, the blind
tea tells of a baker (whose
teatral would stand for hours while Pittman read
had been growing "smaller by
es and beautifully less") who. to him the speeches of the lawmakers at Washa a eoing his rounds to serve his ington.
During that winter flore and his sister taught
men, stopped at the door of one
Locked, when the lady within ex- - school for a few months. All the while his moth
"Who's there?" ar.d was er. a bedridden Invalid, read to him history, biog"The baker" What do raphy and other subjects connected with his poI
want?" "To leave your bread." litical plans, and he would sit by the bed. a
strange smile on his blind countenance, dreaming
V'",i needn't make such a fuss
brooding and walling for the day when he
and
' it; put It
I
through.the keyhole."
might take part in the great battle of politics like
other men
The Vested Interests.
Vea, Mrs. Snoggs, I 'oped as 'ow
His great chance came In the spring of 1891.
would get tariff reform and make
The Populist movement was spreading rapidly
Isner pay, aa we've got one In Hnd he Joined It. In the state campaign for a
top Hoor back and I ala't "ad legislature to elect a United States senator he
k of him for six weeks now."
took up the cause of Barksdale against George,
Tte Tatler.
although as a boy he had lived in George's bouse.
The blind orator shrank from no conflict. He
Money cannot make a man good,
bat II can give him the conditions of even debated with Senator Money, whose tongue
oil Mississippi dreaded and who smiled majeslife. William Smart.
tically when told that bis opponent was "a poor,
blind schoolboy." Senator Money declared that,
but for bis antagonist's blindness, he would bold
htm personally responsible for his words a
deadly thing to say In Mississippi. Gore promptly replied. "Let blm then blindfold himself and I
will meet blm."
In September of that year be went to the law
school at Cumberland university, Tennessee, and
studied law for ten months. He waa one of the
leading six students In a claaa of 42. This experience cost him 1331 and he returned to bis MisHas learned
sissippi village with only 25 cents In his pocket.
to
In a suit of clothes he bad worn for M months.
serve
He bad almost been compelled to leave the law
school months before for the lack of suitable
clothing.
Yet his unquenchable ambition to reach the
United States senate grew more Intensa as the
difficulties of bis situation Increased.
Gore's father had taken up the practice of
law In Walthall and. on returning from the law
school In 1892 the youth was welcomed aa an
assistant In the office. That year, too, be waa a
presidential elector on the Populist ticket, at- tacked Graver Cleveland on the stump and carried
Saves worry and labor,
his county.
and pleases each memThe practice of law waa not aa Inspiring occuber of the family as few
pation In Walthall There wera actually 45 law- yers In that small, poor village The blind advo- other foods do.
cate tried a few case
After a two years' effort to earn a living as
The crisp, dainty, fluffy
a lawyer In the place of his birth Gore decided
hits are fully cooked
to go to Texas
ready to serve from the
Having saved 140, be started In April. 1894,
package with cream or
for Texarkana. arriving there aa abaolute stranger with only $21 In his pocket. He secured a
Cod milk.
boarding house and promptly offered himself to
the Populist leaders for service la the approachTiive the home-folk- s
a
His political
ing state and county elections
treat.
brought in money enough to pay his exj speeches
penses, hut be found no cbsnre to practice law.
Id the winter he went bark to Walthall and for a
"The Memory Lingers"
year made another desperate effort to win success
Pkge loc and 15c.
ss a Isayer He was noiulnsted for congress by
the Populista, but waa defeated. Yet bla speeches
In the rampelgn attracted much attention
ToMosa Cereal Company. Ltd .
On the last day of the year UN the elgbtleea
Mick
Creak.
lutue
snd unsuccesaful lawyer d acidad te)
Lloyd-Georg-
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Many a

Clever
Housewife
that

Post
Toasties

j

I

I

d
has received such
and unqualified endorsement. íío other medicine we know of has such a record
of cures of female ills as has Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
For more than 30 years it has been
curing female complaints such as
inflammation, ulceration, local weakI.awton In October Gore was still In hl9 nesses, fibroid tumors, irregularities,
tent. His wife fell sick and for four months periodic pains, backache, indigestion
lie was her only nurse, save when their and nervous prostration, and it is
for carrying women safely
baby came In January. When they moved unequalled
through the period of change of life.
Into their own cottage and furnished it with
It costs but little to try Lydia E.
a stove and a few articles of furniture they Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, and,
had only $1 left.
They had to rent out as Mrs. Barclay says, it is "worth mounthree of their five rooms.
tains of gold " to suffering women.
The baby was born in desperately cold
weather in a room heated only by a tiny
MENAGERIE
cook stove. It lived only 17 days and was HAD A PRIVATE
burled on the prairie.
That wtnter tried the man In him. For No Other Explanation for Colonel's
months be and his fair, young wife lived on
Extraordinary Outbreak Seems
scanty portions of bread, beans and beef
Possible.
liver, with syrup made of sugar dissolved In water
for dessert.
"Hit's a wender to me," said the
All through this time his wife encouraged his old family servant, "dat de of kunnel
political ambitions.
don't go into de circus business, out an'
In April. 1902, Gore managed to go as a deleout be see so many animiles 'long
gate to the territorial convention that was to 'bout de Chris'mus time, an' dey does
choose a delegate to congress from Oklahoma and aich funny tricks! Leastways,
dat
his speech in response to the welcome of the what he say. Only ylstiddy de preachBMyor of Enid so struck the fancy of the delegates
er come ter see him, ridin' of his ol'
that there was a movement to make him the choice blin' boss I mean de hoss what blln'
of the convention. He declined the honor in favor in one eye an' w'en de kunnel spied
of others. It was a shrewd move and counter-balance- d him
he holler out: 'Git off dem two
the fact that he was a newcomer in Oklaelephants, an' tu'n dat tiger aloose,
homa. The result was that he was elected to tbe fo' he bite de life outen you! An'
territorial senate.
shoo dem two monkeys off yo' ehoul-der- ,
The flgbt for a seat In the United States senate
an' don't let dat giraffe poke hia
was now pressed systematically.
Having intro- long neck in my winder!' Well, suh,
duced a child labor bill In the legislature and dede preacher wuz cl'ar kerflummuxed,
clared his friendship for organized labor. Gore he wuz. seein' ez dar warn't nuttin'
spent the year 1903 In widening bis acquaintance,
1 all dar but him an' his ol' blin' hoss,
attending picnics, barbecues and county fairs, lecbut w en he seen de kunnel grab bis
turing for anything from $5 to $25. shaking hands ol' war musket an' holler dat he'd
with the crowds and smiling his way Into their shoot dem monkeys off his shoulder,
hearts.
de preacher say: 'Lawd he'p him!'
Then came the presidential campaign of 1904 an' de time dat ol' blin' hoss made git-tiand Gore got $4 or $5 a day from the Democrats
back ter whar he come fum wuz
for speaking In Indiana, Ohio and Illinois. He had too quick ter be sot down in de racin'
no desire to go back to the territorial legislature,
rickords ! " Atlanta Constitution.
knowing that his great ambition could be better
served by the publicity of service in the national
Returning to Prose.
campaign.
Flushed with triumph and 90 degrees in the shade, parched and scant
Gore fought hard for Oklahoma's admission to
of breath, they stood upon the towerNo man was more active in the agithe Union
ing mountain peak, and surveyed the
tation. But he would not go to the national capital.
"I won't go to Washington till I go with the gorgeous panorama that spread itself
to the
beneath them like a two-incright to speak and vote In the senate." he said.
map of the whole
mile
ordnance
The statehood bill was passed by congress In world.
1906.
Then the political air of Oklahoma was
"There!" she exclaimed, angrily.
"full of razors" as the struggle for the two new
have climbed all this distance to
"We
senatorshlps began with the primary campaign to
elect a legislature. Gore's opponents were both admire the beauties of nature, and
rich men, who spent their money freely. He we've left tbe glass at home!"
Tranquilly smiling, he shifted the
stayed in Guthrie, borrowing money to pay the
lunch
basket to the other arm.
$4.50 a week which it cost him to live. Being at
"Never mind, dear," he replied.
the capital, he met men from all over the state
"There's nobody about. It won't hurt
and was able to make shrewd combinations.
ua juat thia once to drink out of tbe
It was a tragic thing to see a blind man harAnswers.
assed by poverty fighting against hla rich rivals, bottle."
one a banker and the other a lawyer, but. however
Critica and Managers Clash.
be bled Inwardly Gore gave no sign that he aaw
Between the whole preaa of Copenanything pathetic In his situation.
His friends hagen and all the theatrical managers
wanted bim to abandon his ambition for a time a curioua contest haa atarted becauae
and run for congreaa.
the managers want to compel the
"It la the aenate or nothing." he replied.
critics to write only favorable notices.
In April. 1907. he began to make apeechea all
The contest began when tbe board of
over the state.
theatrical managers forbade tbe
He spoke on street corners, from the tope of
Of one critic representing a
boxes, from cart talis, anywhere, everywhere, night
apeclai theatrical paper.
and day The leading newspapera ignored bim,
Algy Explains.
while his rivals were able to buy advertising
space and one of them hired brass banda, opera
"What do you auppoae. Algernon,"
houses and advance agents. In March be bad the young thing naked, "la the reason
mortgaged bis bouse fur $1,000. but the money waa tbe ocean ia aalty?"
soon gone. To get his name on the primary ballot,
"I am sure I don't know," drawled
under the rulca of tbe Democratic atate convention, Algy. ' unless it Is because there ara
he had to pay $375. But on the laat day allowed ao many salt fish In It." Success.
for the payment be found himself wlih only $1. In
Usually the Caae.
sheer desperation he made out bis check for $375
"Did your wealthy old uncle leaea
and paid It In. A Mr. Young saved bim by ratalng
many heirlooms"
the money to meet the check.
"Oh, yea. A new heir looms up air
Aa the voting drew near the blind candldate'a
circumstances became more desperate than ever. most every week." Smart Set.
He was apending about $24 a weak for traveling
Clear white elotbes are a sign that tbe
expenses. To get out of moray at that atage of beuwkeeper
uses Red Cross Ball Blue.
tba tight would have been fatal. He made from Large 1 os. package, S cents.
two to four apeechea a day, although be would
A wolf In abeep'a clothing soma
alt up all night in bótela to aave paying tor a bed.
and ate only one meal a day. At tlmea ha would times gets fleeced Juat tbe same.
go from one day to another on rheeaa and crackera
carried In Tile gripsack So great waa tba phyalcal
ordeal that be loat 30 pounds weight
Gore won hla fight In the primary election and
waa elected to tbe United States aenate by the
legislature, drawing the short term. Tbe struggle
cost him $1,100. exclusive of the $175 ha paid to
get his name on the primary ballot. One of bis
opponents ta aald to have apent $75,000.
It was a grand day for Oklahoma when her By virtue of its unequaled
blood-purifyinblind man got Into tbe United Statea aanata
g,
In 1908 he went borne and waa re elected. When
stomach-tonin- g,
appetite-rebe reached Lawton a cheering crowd eurrounded
properties, is tht
the carriage and took blm and hla wife to their storing
cottage. Aa roar after roar broke on tba air ba one Great Spring Medicine.
turned to bla wife and whispered, "They dont
la ml form
aeem to know that It'a only ma."
wide-sprea-

e
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Com-

pound has proved
worth mountains
of gold to me, as it
restored my health
and strength. I
never forget to tell
my friends what
LvdiaE Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound has done for me
during this trying period. Complete
restoration to health means so much
to me that for the sake of other suffering women I am willing to make my
trouble public so you may publish
this letter." Mrs. Chas. Barclay,
R.F D., Granite ville, Vt.
Ño other medicine for woman's ills

struggle

in his native spot and to go back to
Texas. Before leaving Walthall be made a vow
that he would never enter the village again until
be could return to his neighbors a United States

senator.
That year

In Texas waa a bard one.
Gore
threw himself Into politics with passionate energy. He was a delegate to the Populist convention at St. Louis which nominated Mr. Bryan and
seconded the nomination. In December, 1896, he
and bis brother opened a law office. It was a
fierce struggle with the world. His father, mother and brother lived with him. Sometimes they
were without a single dollar.
In April, 1899, Gore's fortunes had sunk so
low that be appeared In the street with frayed
clothing, broken shoes and a visage white with
deprivation. One day It seemed as though he bad
come face to face with actual starvation, when an
old negro woman paid $2 which she owed him
and that saved the situation.
When Mr. Bryan was nominated at Kansas
City In 1900 Gore found his way to the crowd that
surrounded the convention. He was now a Demo-

crat.
It might help

blm on bla way to the senate
If he could make speeches In the neighborhood
of a national convention.

Hurrying on to South Dakota he had only $7
left when he got there Gore went to the state
convention and secured an engagement to speak
In the state during the presidential campaign.
In
this way he picked up 81,000. Then be went back
to Texas and married a beautiful girl. "It was
love at first sight," be said, laughingly.
After the presidential campaign was over
Gore's $1,000. earned In the South Dakota tour,
soon melted away, and little money came In to
take Its place. In 1901 things went so badly with
him and bis senatorial prospects seemed so dim,
that when an advertisement of an auction of land
lots In tbe newly opened Kiowa, Comanche and
Apache reservation In Oklahoma appeared In the
newspapers he decided to leave Texas and pursue bla great ambition In the new country.
Aa a first step the elder Gore, now a white-haireman, went to Oklahoma and became a
notary public In tbe hope of earning fees from
crowds. In July. 1901, tbe blind
tbe land-crazlawyer and his brother went to tbe new land,
driving 45 miles In a wagon to Port 8111. Here
Oore lived In a tent with his father and brother
In tbe midst of an excited crowd. Hla father sat
Inside as a notary, while he. attired In an alpaca
coat, colored shirt and slouch hat, walked up and
down before tbe tent, waving bla band and shouting, "Here's where you get your papera out!
Here's the right place to get your land papera!'
In tbe daytime be entreated tbe crowd; at night
be alept on the ground
Failing to draw a land claim, the Gores moved
out four miles to Lawton, an encampment on tbe
open prairie. Here 15.000 persons wera living In
tente where the wild blue-stegrass waa waist
high. It waa a Babylon of gamblers, fakirs, farm-erand buslnesa men, all waiting for the opening of tbe land on August 8. There wera grocery
and hardware stores In tents; gambling tables
and shows In lenta; churrhea and saloons In
tenta. Even newspapers were printed In tents
Poor men. rich men, preachers, thieves wera
mixed up In that picturesque, dramatic burly-burlof mules, wagons, women and children. Men
were killed, children were born, robberies were
committed
Three days after the lots wera sold and while
Iwton waa atlll a tented camp, there was another political mass meeting, this time In the big
lent of Dick Rusiell. a saloon keeper. Gore waa
there and offered a resolution favoring the. ad
mlsalon of Oklahoma snd Indian territory to tba
Union as a single atete.
A f w daya later and the men of Lawton organized a citizens' committee to get a charter
and organize a city government. Of course Oore
waa there and of course he waa on the committee.
Then a commercial club waa organised by tba
tent dwellers and Oore was on tba cemmlttee to
draft by laws Ha missed no opportunity that
migbt lead to tba aanata.
Presently ha bought a small lot foe $155 and
started to build a cottage through tba balp of a
building and loan agency When ala wife reached
d
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GUTHRIE SMITH, Editor and Publisher

OKKICE OK

April 2G. I0M,
(Serial o2I46i
Notice Is hereby given that Arthur
Hrewer. of La Luz. N M
who. on
March l(i lo7 m;tde Hionstead, No
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wan men lor r enru in tni
uui iiii-itMca at Rieran o'clock A. M.. on the
Ergotéenla day ol April, A. D. 1910:
Amele of Incorporation ot
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10 r...
NMP Meridian, has lilid notice of In
tendon to make Final coiumulath n
Proof, to estKbllsh claim to the land
above described, before John M.
Piobate Clerk, at Alamogcrdo
Be Méx.. on the ISth day of June,
,

How-man-

1910

,

REPLY

(Continued

I

al.--o,

fol-lo-

from page one)
Scipio and Evans, made at the meeting of the Board on May &
1910, (at which the amendment was passed) to the tii'ect t hat
they had investigated the saloon question, and were of the opinion that the three thousand dollar license was prohibitive; that a
large majority of the business men and citizens who were interest
ed in tne weirare ami upbuilding t the illume were ol the same
opinion, and had so stated; that since the closing of the saloon on
March '1st the moral condition of the Village with respect to
drinking to excess had been far worse than at any time prior to
the closing of the saloon, and that the majority of the Board believed that the interests of the community, from a moral standpoint, would be better subserved by placing the license at a
reasonable figure, in order that the sa'oon might open, thus confining the sale of liquor to one known place which could be regu- mage oiucers, rainer man vainly attempt to sup
lateu uy me
press the surreptitious sale of intoxicants by
"
throughout the entire lllage.
In reply tJ your statement that the fixing of license at three
thousand dollars was fully ratified at the election on April 5, 1910,
III.
The term of existence of said corpora
we beg to state that there was absolutely no issue before the citiCollege Notes
shall be fifty years from the date of
zens' mass meeting at which nominations were made, on April 2, tlon
tiling these articles, as required by law.
County Superintendent
of
1910, nor in the election itself: that there was no contention beIV.
schools
visited
the
college
classes
The principal place of business
fore the people, no opposition, and nothing on which to base any
corporation shall be In the Village of this week, and seemed to b wel
issue in saia election, it was not the intention of the Board in Alamogordo. Otero County,
New Mexico pleased with
the work that is
fixing the license originally at three thousand d
and the same and post office address of
the
upon whom process against being done in the various depart
Agent
hibition by high license, and had the license been placed at two fald corporation may bo served is Fantnousana umiars, ruteen Hundred dollars, or even as low as one nie B. O'Reilly, Alamogordo, New Mex- ments.
thousand dollar, the result of the election of April 5th would ico.
A college bulletin would be
V.
an
appropriate method of letting
doubtless have been the same.
The following named person shall be
It is true that by reservations in its deeds the Alamogordo officers of said corporation, until the first the people in the surrounding
election:
Improvement Company has restricted the sale of intoxicants to one annual
President Leah M. Rousseau, Alamo county know what the college is
,,
1
1L a. trill
LU.L
it
doing to enlighten the minds of
uiuck in mi viuage. aiiuonmu
monopolistic" feature has been gordo, N. M.
Vice President Josephino Dudley, Ala- the young
based one of the principal arguments for advertising the
people, fit them for
mogordo, N. If.
Alamogordo "but one saloon, and that of the most order- Secretary and Treasurer Ottllie Wald honorable and useful lives and
schinidt. Alamogordo, N M.
ly type."
for examples of good American
In witness whereof we hm-We, roo, have faith in the future of Alamogordo, and do not set our sluuatures this 12th. day of Ann! citizenship.
believe the prosperity of the Village depends upon the success or A. D. 1910.
Two weeks more of eood work
Leah M. Rousseau
failure of a saloon. But we do believe, so long as the Territorial
Mrs. Josephine Dudley
will close this years studies', three
laws provide for the licensing of saloons, and it was not the intenMrs. Ottllie VValdscbiuUit
months rest, and then at them
Mrs. "abol I! flivu
tion of the Board to force prohibition by high license, that the
Caroline L Wolfir.ger
again.
Mrs. Fannie Ii O'RIelly
matter of adjusting the retail liquor license should receive the
Anne G. A. Anderson
We are very sorry Louis
same consideration of the Board of Trustees, as would the license
Mrs. Queen E. Warren
is yet unable to continue
of a retail dealer in clothing, groceries, or other merchandise.
Territory of New Mexico
his studies.
s
The question at issue is not "whether the municipality or the County of Otero
Alamogordo Improvement Company shall fix the amount to be UO
One hundred students for
n ir.io
this 13th day of Anrll
paid for liquor license." The Improvement Oomnanv line m
neiore me personally appeared Leah M.
Baptist College has al
M"
t vir Kouseau, Josepnlne Dudley,
j
Ottille
reservation in the Board, and no control or influence over the
Waldschmidt, Mabel U. Davis. Caroline ready become the slogan of stu
l.. womnger, raanra tí. O'Rell! and dents, faculty and trustees for
members thereof.
tuna ii. a. Anderson, tome known to the college year
of 1910-1ine issues fatrly and clearly presented, is: SHALL THE oe tue persons described In and who ex"boot-loggers-

f

l.

,

Wol-fing-

er

New-Mexic-

1.

ecuted the foregoing Instrument and ac
Why are orne students like
knowledged
that they executed the
same as their Dee act and deed, and for lamps? They
are not as bright
ine purposes therein mentioned.
they
as
should
be, they get turnH. H. Miior
Seal)
Notary Public ed down often, smoke sometimes
iy commission expires
and go out at night.
August 27, 1(112.

MUbCPALTr,

THROUGH ITS BOARD OF TRU&TRRX
ELECTED FOR THE PURPOSE OF COX DUCTING THE
AFFAIRS OF THE VILLAGE, AXD SWORN TO CARRJ
OUT THEIR TRUST TO THE BEST OF THEIR ABII IT)'
FIX THE AMOUNT TO RE PAID FOR LICENSE OR IS
ENDORSED:
THE POWER TO FIX THE AMOUNT OF LICENSE
No. 0400,
VESTED IX THE MA TOR ALONE,
Cor. Ree d Vol. j Page .11. Article of
iocui poraiiou oi
Respectfully submitted,
THE civic LEAGUE,
tiled m oilier of Secretary of New
HENRI s. EVAXs.
.Mexico, .pr. is ltilO: 11 A. M..
G. C. SCIPIO,
Nathan Jalfa,
Secretary.
IAS. J. HILL
i om paran c, r. k. to j. o,
Trustee- - of the Village of Alamogordo

DEPARTMENT Off INTERIOR,
UKJ l'EI) STATES LAND OFFICE
La- - Crass. N. M , April
is. 1910
Serial 01931
Notice is hereby given that Wllliau.
A. Coe. of Alumtiirnrrin ...
M
k..- l
1''
in. 1, i.
application ut this office to enter under
pro mom 01 ee(,on
7 0! the Revi
rvi BisivMi 01 me I 1,, ted Suites,
the
. ior Lot .'i of s..
74 .!
a T
17 S , R. 10 E. X M P M
- uip ...
The Dnrnnaa
r nf tl,i iu lie allow all,Br.nvrsotlo
... i aUU..-IA
ti...
..... i.iiu
sely, or dMlrinf, to show It to be mineral
In Character, an
m., .,, ...
,vj ,.i.
II u uujectlons to inch location or selection
with the local
- - nffieir f...
ik.
101
lijo i.a- Cruces. N M . land district and to es

CONCERNING THE LICENSE ORDINANCE
The document published above is a letter signed by the
three
trustees who voted for a reduction in the saloon license, ami i
reply to the letter which the mayor wrote defining his position
in
the matter, and which he later had published in the form of a en
rular letter. The letter from the mayor was also published
last
week in both the papers of Alamogordo. Til News also
published
some comment on the matter.

:t

-

-

There sterns to be a misunderstanding on the part of some
of
the people as to the attitude of Thk News with reference to
... .1Mir auotabllsh their ntrra.i th- -, .1.
i
muí
the eral
character thereof.
ordiuauce which seems to be the all absorbing topic just now.
JOU GONZALES.
It In 11
The mayor himself appears to be one of the shareholders
in that
misunderstanding. He has addressed to the editor of Thi
New. a
communication in which he replies to the comment made by The
Notica For Publication
News last week, and in addition, makes some further
statements DEPARTMENT OF THE INTttHIOK,
and incidentally asks a few questions. The mayor's
w
second letter I. S. Land Offir &t f ... r ........
Serial 01W0
Anrll ?? luin
is not published this week for the reason
that it was not submitted Notice hereby given that Eira H. New
berry, of Alamogordo. N. M who on
until Thursday morning. It may bo published uext week,
and Dec II. I'.MHI. mail,.
a, nv run
the several questions answered.
,0r 'SE
S'ct,on
Townsb
p
..
wun
.in,., ii
The real, and the only, issue, is clearlv and aaaurf.!.
(lien not ei of lnfmi
.
.
"i muí rinai
Con.mutatl
in the concluding paragraph of the
Proof, to e.tabll.b claim
trustees' letter. Our only
t. the land above described,
before John
ii that the ordinance in question, having been passed by
nowman,
Clark, at Alamoa gordo. N. M.i rronste
n the nth. day of June.
three fourths vote of the board, should become operative
asa law Clalnnant name a
MtMSMM
of the Tillage. WearenotcontendingthatthetrcasnrvshnrilH
Geo. C llemia, of Alamogordo, New Mex
Jno.
Walker, of
a high licenae ora low license; that we ought to have
prohibition; Robert M. Jackson, of "
g.
Jno.
we
ought to have one saloon ; or that we ought to have
that
Oiaot.of
n
all of
JOMB U0NZAIE8,
the "67" wide-opeas 51
varieties. Here If. the question: la Alamo-gord- o
Kegl.ter
to be governed by the board of trustees, or by the
mayor?
That point may justaa well be aettled definitely and
Notice Por Publication
finally, here
DEPARTMENT
OK THE INT1RIOB
and now, as further up the creek.
U. H.
I
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Land Office at Let

Cruce,.
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Eld-ridg-

Suppose fifty students from
outside of Alamogordo attend the
college next year, what will that
mean to the business interests of
the town, and the moral and
educational interests nf the ter
ritory? Pleaae figure it out.
The pupils who graduated at
the public sehiHils in the count v
this year are especially and earn
estly invited to join us next fall.
lou will help us, and we will
lelp you.

6 ROUSSEAU'S
8 '"
"THERMOS"

One of our number was asked
if anybody but Baptists were allowed to attend this college.
Sure; the matter of church mem
bership is not inquired into.

Amberol Records to start on
and all for practically the same
initial cost as you would formerly have been obliged to pay for

the Attachments alone.

Everything in Jewelry

SHOP...

REPAIR

The Bottle

Try One

Electrical Wiring Done

Electric Fixtures and Supplies
Corner Penn. and

10th

Phone 66

oooo oooooooooooooooooooo
HENRY

J.

ANDERSON,

C.

President.

L.

MEYER,
R. B. ARMSTRONG.
Vice President
Cashier

The First National Bank
Of Alamogordo, N. N.
OriaRlied November 15, 1899

Capital

$25,000
$10,000

Surplus Earned
We adhere strictly to the established

customs of
sound banking, for many years of experience In banking
convinces us that conservative methods are aluravs
mwiwmjiw WW0t
and we are pleased to serve the legitimate wants of our

ht

customers and the development of the business Interests
of the community.
DIRECTORS

5UR.Y8N'

BYRON BH1RBT,
HENRY J. ANDERSON,
j. m. WYATT,
0. METER,
R. B. ARMSTRONG,
HENRY S. EVANS.

The Cash Feed Store
stocked witr
is now well

Grain, Mill Feed, Hour, Meal,
Garden ar)d Field Seed
?Jlr'tCrSyíiUnttrest
we

Little Johnny Rose
Sat on a tack.
Little Johnny Rose. Kx.
Students on the campus are
compelled
to "keep oh the
grass."
The lAbor put forth bv tkm.
dents and teachers on Washing.
ton's birthday are bnriitinir fortb
fruits on the camnus in th
shape of catalpa beans.

Many people would have had
the Amberol Attachment on
their Phonographs long ago, if it
had not been for the immediate
additional expense of purchasing
Amberol Records.
This oiler
enables you to equip your Phonograph with the Amberol Attachment and at the same time
gives you a fine collection of

oocxoxxxxxxoooooooooooo

The

college classes had the
pleasure of a visit from Mrs.
e
last week.

berol Records they own.

Henry S. Evans,

1

clean-linesso-

ling the entertainment that the
Phonograph zvill give at a slight
additional cost, and at practically
no additional cost for the first Am-

Hero is the offer: With every purchase of Amberol Attachments, at prices ranging from
$5.00 to $8.50, according to the
style of Phonograph you have,

Claimant names as witnesses:
Pink IlicUson, of La Luz, New Mex.
that have compared the
I
E. Huss, of
I oat cosy
uf tin: same, with the crig-na- l Leslie E.lis, of "
the purchaser receives ten spe"
"
thereof now on lile, and declare it W. N. Almond, of "
"
cial Amberol Records.
These
to Im a eorreet transcript threfrom and
JOSE GONZALES,
of lbs whole thereof
Records,
exSpecial
confined
are
4 23 5t
Register.
ilven under tny hand and the Great
canclusively
to
this
olFer,
and
Seal of the Territory of New Mexico, at
the City of Santa Ko, the Capital, on
not be secured in any other --way.
Notice for Publication
tbli Eighteenth day of April. A D 1910.
means that these are spe
(Seal)
Nathan Jaffa.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, That
Secretary oí New Mexico.
cial
not reproduced
selections,
0. S. LAND OFFICE
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
on
any
of
Records
the
of our reg
at Las Cruces, New Mexico,
We. the undersigned, citizens of the
line,
nor listed in any of
Village of Alamni'ordo. fcmntv of ftiarn
May 11, 1910. ular
I'emion uf xw Mexico, do hereby asNotice is hereby given that William our Record lists.
sociate ourselves together, under the C. Watson, of Cloiidcroft, New Mexico,
The reason we are making this
provision ol the laws of the Territory who. on February II. 19o3. made Home
"f New Mexico, for the purpose of form- stead Entry, No.' 3850 (01441). for lots remarkable oiler is simply to acing a body corporate and do adopt the H & 9 Sec. 1. A lots 11 .fc 19 Seer inn I
loiiuwmg article Ol incorporation.
Township 16 S. Range 11 E , N. M, P. quaint all Phonograph owners
Meridian, has filed notice of Intention with the advantage of having
I.
The name of the said corporation shall to make Kine Five year Proof, toestab the Amberol Attachments on
llsh claim to the lai.d above described,
before John M Liowmah. I'mlmm Hlarli their instruments, thereby doub
THE CIVIC LEAGUE
at Alauingordo, New Mexico, on the 29
II
day of June, 1910.
Claimant names as win..eThe nhjects of raid corporation shall
be: To care tor and maintain the Ala Eliza J. Martin, of Mountain Park. New
inogordu Cemetery, the Public Library
Mex.
and such other Civic Improvements as James Martin, of Mountain Park, New
may be deemed beneficial to thaltlana
Mex.
of the Vlllageol Alamogordo and the ad James F. Barnes, of Mountain
Park
Now Mex.
jolnli g country, and for these purposes
to acquire such property, both real and Fred Hays, of Mountain Park. New Mex
personal as may be dei med necessary
JOSE GONZALES. Register
for the furtherance of said objects.
and

Representing the best interests of all the people of Otero County

MAKE

j

si., sH ij.

SI-'-

15 fi

No. 6400.

May 12, 19K

THE TRUSTEES

tors1,'

Sections?, rownsblp

-

This Remarkable Offer and Why
We Are Making It

guarantee

yu

hard

first class. Satisfaction

Stepp& Murrel
Hctwi-c-

Oil

n

p"oo

ta

.Nw York aud Michigan Av...

Lease For Sale

116 acres proven oil land,
derrick, complete
standard drilling rig, machinery, and tool,
engme and boilers, all set up and
ready to
drill. Well down 26 feet, some gas
and oil
encountered. Great opportunity to make
fortune. Price very low and terms reasonable. Act at once. Ours is a certainty, not
unjecture.
For particulars write or wire
Algodones Petroleum Coal Mining
and Pipe Line Co,

The Metropolitan Life Insur.
ence building in Greater New
lorkhas the greatest and most
ALBUQUERQUE,
wonderful elevator system in the
R. W
world. An express elevator carries 16 passengers from the
ground floor to the 44th floor, a
distance of 688 feet 6 incha in The armory dance announced
It is getting time to begin
less than sixty seconds. A great elsewhere should read Saturday,
thinking
about sending a delegamany difficulties warn
" w nvnprAmA
WIIIC May 21, instead of Saturday of tion to
the
18th National Irrigain the installation of this system. this
week.
tion Oongreas, at Pueblo.

Miss Christie II garth, of El
Taso, is in Alamogordo on a visit
to her friend, Miss Marian iShaw.

Mediaeval Fruit Tree Paint
aves vegetables, fruit, flowers
tnd shrubs from all insects.
Mrs. Will H. I'elphrey left
Monday for a visit with the J. H.
Mr Kaes

at Mountain Park.

If you have dandrufl' try a
Tonic de Luxe at Martin's loth
St. barber shop.
Mrs. A. C Rapier left Tues-la- y
for El Paso, to visit the family of her son, John Kapier. Lee

.(nes accompanied her.
Elder William H Lynn, a
of the Mormon church,
in Alamogordo this
been
has
areek in the interact of the church.
PaulJette, ofMescalero came
Tuesday for a,
to Alamogordo
liort visit with his friends, Mr.'
md Mrs. A. M- Shoemaker.
A palmist and clairvoyant has'
ilforded some excitement and
ntertainment this week for the
inis-iona-

-

-

Wm. Holmes, of Kalkaska,
Mich., has arrived in Alamogordo
md accepted a position in Ed
He is an
Mai tin's barber shop.
xpcrt barber and will make a
good team mate for Ed Martin.
The best on earth, or any other
place, is what you get at Martin's
10th St. barber shop.

Ellen Quinliven, who was
ill
last week, is now much
liiite
unproved and will soon be able
to be out again. Her brother.
Ken, from Alphine, Texas, has
teen here this week on a visit.
Miss

Dudley received a
elegram Tuesday night reporting that a mob was- in possession
of some prisoners at (Jlovis, and
that the local officer! were unible to control the people. Mr.
Dudley left on No. :t8 Wednes
day morning for the scene of
disturbance.
Mrs. M. R. Koehler, of Silver
Oity, arrived last Friday and
pent several days here in the
interest of the order of the East
ern Star. She is visiting all of
the different lodges of that order
Wm.

E.

-

--

in New Mexico.

Sllverberg's

EVERY ONE K BIG BARGAIN

SELLING OUT

For Next Week's Selling

We want to make this the biggest month of the year
and think these extra values will help to do it.
Extra Special No.

Extra Special No.

I

Men's Porosniesh cream' colored underwear, shirts or drawers, regular QCr
price 50c, suecial

Business

for

cfjr
JJC

Extra Special No. 2

Extra Special No. 12

Men's and boys' overalls in blue .tripe
or kaiki color rtuck, with bibs, Crv
OUC
regular price 7óc, speciul

Children's barefoot sandals, all sizes,
usually sell at $1.50 a pair. JJI
(Pl.UU
this week only

Extra Special No. 3

Extra Special No. 13

Men's regular dollar shirts with soft
lars or without big lot to pick

rf

Extra Special No.

Sllverberg's

Ar

Extra Special No. 14

4

Fancy net veilings in black only, large,
small and medium dot patterns,
OC
worth 50c but us a special at yd

nc.

About 60 pair Men's every day shoes,
medium and heavy weight grades in
the lot worth $2.50 to :UX) tjl c
special at
iPl.OU

Extra Special No. 15

inch dress linens in blue, receda,
brown, tan and white, worth 25c
Ks
IOC
as a leader, a yd
Some of the best bargains can be
found in the remnant counters, look
them over when you are in the store
again.

32

Extra Special No. 5

Men's and Boys' suspenders that usually sell 25c to Hoc for a few IRIOC
days
-

Extra Special No. 6

Just received a new line of dress skirts
in all the new styles, should sell at
17.50 to f 10.U0, but you get tje

Extra Special No. 16

rr

Regular 7c calico in all col- ors, standard grade 18 yds for

MO.UU

choice of the lot for

X

Apron ginghams in blue, or brown
checks, regular 8Vác value, now at

The most popular summer wash fabric
is Flaxon. It is made to sell at
a quarter but our price is now...

nfr

e

Extra Special No. 18

Extra Special No. 8

Men's Balbrigan shirts and drawers, all
sizes, fine grade and should sell KAOUC
at 75c. Special at each

lA
'

-

Extra Special No. 9

Extra Special No. 19

Ootton torchon laces for underwear, all
widths and usually sells at a dime E
OC
now a special at

100 pieces fancy Ribbons in all colors
and good width were 85c, 39c, and 50c
a yard, but now as a special

go

Extra Special No. 20

width soft finished,
bleached muslin, limited amount
OC
a yard

Three-quart-

I"C

x
0

JONES-

Pro.

-

O

A complete line of staple
and fancy groceries. Our
specialties are Jones' Spe-clal Coffee, Helnz's goods,

o
x

-

O

Burnett's Extracts

-

X

x

1

Everything Fresh

X

PHONE I

X

r)r
fcOC

at

Extra Special No. 10

Extra large size huck towels, hemmed
borders, regular 20c value irt I
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Extra Special No. 17

Extra Special No. 7

Beautiful line of new dress ging- hams, the 15c. kind on sale at only

9

Bargain table full of Embroideries,
goods that should sell at 15c to
25c, choice of lot

col-

DsC

from in all sizes, special

APRIL

Don't fail to call around and
see what we have to offer, if
you are looking for bargains.

1 1

White Japanese silk, washable,
waists etc., a regular 75c value,
for yard
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ALAMOGORDO.

m

Mediaeval Fruit Tree Paint
aves vegetables, fruit, flowers
tnd shrubs from all insects.
ALAMOGORDO
Mrs. L. L. Janes left Wednesday for her future home in
Womble, Ark. Mr. Janes who
was formerly technical assistant
Rig Dance Saturday
Close of Tularosn School
of the Alamo National Forest,
The boys of Company "I" will
The oloitaf exercises of the
lias been assigned to the ArkanTularosa public school will ie give an informal, social dance at
sas National Forest.
held on Friday, May 20. Prepara- the armory next Saturday evenof El tions are being made to make the ing. Flushed with the
Miss Mary Belle K.i-fer- ,
news of
I'aso, passed through here Tues- day a gala one, long to be re- the favorable report made by the
day enroute east foran extended membered. The pupil- - of the U. S. army officer, iu
the annual
Miss Keefer, with her school nave neen woming very I i n xpert ion , they reel up to any
father and mother, lived Í0 Ala hurd on their program, and pro- - old mark. They can give a
mogordo About a year, leaving mise a rare treat for all thosr cracking good dauce, or do any
last summer.
who attend. In addition to thejotherold thing that might be
Have you been t iiumcrated by usual order of exercises a good required that would help the
fhe census man? If you have play will be produced by the cause of the armory. See that
not, call at the Alamo Business older students. There will prob-- 1 you don't mibs that dance. You
Men's Cllib Saturday afternoon ably be a picnic also, and a will be sorry if you do.
between the hours of two and general jollification and celebra- body will be there. The
live o'clock, and give your name tion. Everybody in Otro county will be fine.
to Mr. Kellogg, thecensus taker is cordially invited.
Mr. and Mr- -. A. M. ShoemakMediaeval Fruit Tree Paint
er returned Saturday night from
saves vegetables, fruit, flowers
Alamogordo needs, and is en- a visit
with Mr. and Mrs. W. D.
and shrubs from all insects.
titled to, the name of every man, Buck at their ranch near Lords- The reading circle met with woman and child. Our populaburg. Mr. Shoemaker declares
Mrs. J. R. DeMier on Friday
tion is not large enough to afford he is very much pleased with the
Thb subject discussed was Mark
to mist a single one. If you have condition of the ranch
under Mr
Twain. The next meeting will
not been enumerated, call at the Bu k capable management.
i
It
be at Mrs. ü. J. Wolfinger's,
Alamo Business Men's Club looks now liko a
paying venture
when the annual election of offi Saturday afternoon
between two for them both.
cers will be held.
and five o'clock and give your
The irrigation company in
In taking the census, Mr. Kel name to the census man.
which
the Messrs. Fisher are inlogg has tried faithfully to count
I'rof. L. P. Karris, principal of terested, in the Estancia valley,
"very inhabitant, but he hat not
the Mountain Park public school, will begin this week to drill ten
been able to get all. He has
visited several houses left Wednesday to spend his va- test wells. The plan of this
and found some of the occupant cation in visiting several places company is to pump for water for
absent. If yon have net been in Missouri and Arkansas. Uo irrigation, developing and supenumerated, please call at the has not yet decided whether or plying power for that purpose,
Club not he will return to Otero coun- at a very low rate. A great
lamo Business Men's
your ty. It it to be hoped that he many people aro now seriously
give
Saturday afternoon and
name to the census man. The will return, because he is a very contemplating experiments in
on.munity in which you are liv- able and efficient teacher. Under that direction.
Stop your kicking aud go to
ing, even though only tempora his direction the school work at
rily, it entitled to this much of Mountain Park has been fine for the 10th St. barber shop, Rd
your assistance.
the past two year.
Martin, Prop.
--

To Quit

SAIE WILL BEGIN SATURDAY,
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people of Alamogordo-

EXTRA SPECIALS

NEW MEXICO

At the close of business January 31st, 1910
JL
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RESOURCES
Loins and Discounts
Rankin hse fnrn and flxt
Redemption
Fund
United State- - Bonds

$143.045
n.4uf

Premium on V. S. Bonds
and Slsrot exchange

Cah

Tuberculosis day at the Presbyterian church last Sunday was
a decided success. There were
large audiences at both services,
particularly at the evening service, when the house was crowded. Various phases of tuberculosis were discussed by the local
physicians.
Guy Kennedy, proprietor of
Kennedy's Saddle Livery, has
inaugurated a plan which ought
to afford good sport for the people who love outing and camping trips. Mr. Kennedy is announcing personally conducted
mountain trips, with everything
furnished which is required for
the comfort of the camper.
Chas. P.
Downs returned
Tuesday to Carrizozo to resume
his court duties. Judge Pope
came to Carrizozo in time to save
the term from forfeiture, and
organized the work. He will return and receive the report of the
grand jury, and then Judge Mechera will preside during the
trial of the cases. There does
not seem be any definite plans
made as yet for the term of
federal court for Alamoaordo.
Jurors and witnesses have been;
summoned
appear on the 28rd
instant, and it is hoped that court
will he convened on or about
-
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500 no
50.O
00
1,137 61
55r2 64

Total $26026 05
statement is correct.

LIABILITIES
Caoital Stock....
Surplna and Set Profits
Circulation
Deposits

S

50,000 00

11.2827
SO.'HOOO

man is

Total
S. C. PbiLLirs, Cashier.

$200,526 05

It is the policy of this Book to assist in every
legitimate way in the development of the different
interests of Otero county, courteous and liberal
treatment, and trust it may be your pleasure to place
all or part of your business with us.
C. E. MITCHELL.

M. DENNEY.

President.

S.

G

PHILLIPS.

Vice President.

GROCERIES

Cashier.

GROCERIES

THE BEST OF EVERYTHING

W. E. CARMACK
Phone 92

EVERYTHING OF THE BE8T
GROCERIES

GROCERIES

W. E.

WARREN

DRUGGIST

that date.
Leslie Ellis is now bringing in
tome very fine strawberries from
bis fruit farms at La Lux. They
are so big that it would seem
that they should be sold by the
dozen instead of by the crate.
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Oere in compounding, promptness in delivery
these are the watch-word- s
of onr prescription
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Rev. Fletcher of Tennetse Suggeete a
Remedy Based on Personal Experience You Can Get It Free.
Th-r-
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the
sample bottle of Ir
Caldwell'!
Syrup
Papain tint I H.k..i
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I asada nn Mistake
in ordering it. I have
been troubled with
'
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ilyspi't'Mx
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llidl- -
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Hev.

A.

Fletcher
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ear,

many remedies
and have tak'-I'r C.ii.l a
Syr'ip Prpaln has d"ne
more good than anything else. I am

iMit
MS
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fir. Caldwell's Svnip Papain has b'en
sol. I In dpi stipes for twenty years. The
only H centa or SI a hottle.
artes
It
is especially adapted to the uses of babies, children, women ami bm folks. Its
purity is vouched to the QovernmeM. and
results from its use are guaranteed. If
you have never tried It send name and
address f r a free trial bottle, which will
tve cheerfully sent to your home prepaid.
mod al advice that you
is m
If th-rwant, or anything about your condition
that you don't unders' m :. write the doctor.
Addu5 v
le'ter. lr. W. B.
Caldwell, M Caldwell Bids
Montlcello.
111.

NO TIME TO LOSE.

if

O.

Turtle

Wait a minute;

I

.1

want to

Bee you!

Snail I can't: I'm In a hurry; I
want 'o net home before dark, and it's
nearly U o'clock now.
The Dog Settled It.
The multimillionaire was uncertain.
"But Low do I know you can support my daughter in the manner to
which ílie has been accustomed?" he
demanded, dubiously.
The imported nobleman smiled
blandly.
"I will go ze test," he volunteered.
"What test?"
"1 will lit witth you one year and
ee how she is accustomed and zea
I will know what to say."
But J'i!.t then .lames, the footman,
liberated the 15,000 bulldog.

Reasons for Envy.
The Stingy man had come home and
had objected when his wife attempted
to kiss bin.
"I've Juat had a tooth pulled." he
explained.
"Well, I envy the dentist," his wife
replied.
"You envy the dentist? What do you
Die:' n?"

"Oh. nothing much," the wife sighed.
"Only he's the first person I've ever
heard of who succeeded In getting
anything out of you." Woman's National Daily,
Love at First Sight.
Friend So yours was a case ot
love at first sight?
I fell
Mrs. (e there Yes. Indeed.
desperately in love with my dear husband the moment I set eyes upon him.
1 remember it as distinctly as if it
were yesterday. I was walking with
papa on the bench at Long Ueach,
when suddenly papa stopped and,
pointing him out, said: "There, my
dear, la a man worth ten millions."
New York Weekly.

Anything

In a Name?

"Say. pa?"
"What Is it?"
Can a rear admiral go to the
front .'"Judge.

Fertility ot Soil Depends Largely
Upon Physical Condition.

PANIC IN PRISON
STAYED

most sections broom corn har-- con.es at a time when it does no?
conflict with work on other field crops
It comes after oat and wheat bar
vest and before corn Is ripe In order
to secure brush of the desired quality
it should be harvested Just aa the
plants are coming Into full bloom,
when ihe fiber of the brush Is of freah
green color. If the crop Is allowed
to remain on the stalk for a longer
period than this and moist weather
occurs, then the heads which remain
Inclosed within the leaf sheath will
have a tendency to turn red. writes
A. K I.lndsey, president of the Amerl
can Warehouse Company, in Farmers'
Star and Live S ock. Over ripeness
and exposure to the hot sun will discolor the straw Sunbleschsd or red
stained brush is of less market value
than the fresh green fiber.
As this variety grows from four to
six ftet in height and the head is
partly Inclosed In the sheath of the
upper leaf, it Is found more convenient to pull the heads If the field
does not mature evenly It should be
pulled two or three times, each time
only pulling the matured heads. After
the crop is all harvested and thoroughly cured It la usually seeded and
baled at the same time.
Where there la liable to be much
rain or heavy dews at harvest time
i: is essential to have sheds for curing and where this condition exists
the bntBt is pulled sad taken directly
to the sheds, where it is seeded, then
spn el out in thin layers on suitable
shelves for curing.
Standard broom corn usually contain some crooked brush and this
should always be handled and baled
separately from the straight.
To secure the highest prices the
market demands a brush of fresh
greca color, smooth, round fiber, full
tip, ranging from 18 to 24 inches in
length.
The selection of good seed from desirable seed heads will assist in bringing about a decided Improvement. In
selecting the seed heads special attention should be given to the quality
or character of the straw. Individual
planta Which have a large center stem
or a stalk running nearly full length
of the straw should be discarded.
Large, coarse or kinky straw is also
objectionable. Only the best and most
perfect heads should be selected for
planting the seed patch the next year.
Since the broom corn should be harvested before the seed matures, every
grower should set aside a small plat
for the production of his seed.
Considerable loss in price to the
grower is too often caused by not
properly threshing or removing the
eed from his broom corn and also
from poor baling. Both of these things
are wrong and cause trouble for the
bliver as Well MM thf mannfnr tnrnr

Upc Proper

Mingling of Water and
Air Depends Success of Farmer
Heat Starts Mechanical
Process.

The fertility of a soil depends largely upon its physical condition; that is.
upon Its firninegg and texture, its soluble minerals and humus and the proportion of air and water it contains,
writes M W. Campbell in Campbell's
Scientific Farmer No soil can be fertile that contains either too much or
Uu. little air or water.
The presence
of either to the exclusion of the other
Wit ps plant growth.
I'pon the proper
or ideal mingling and mixture of both
ilenemls the success of the farmer.
Not until the farmer realizes that he
must do all he can to regulate the air
content of the soil as well as its watt r he will never reach the high limit
of yield.
When the soil is in proper physical
condition and has the necessary
amount of air and moisture the appli-

cation of heat starts the chemical
processes which are necessary to fertility.
This necessary condition of the soil
can be secured and be maintained in
a dry region or in a humid region
during droughty periods by intellitotit
cultivation with special reference to
keeping the plowed portion of the still
fine and firm and in close connection
with the unplo.ved portion and In addition a sufheient soil mulch at the
top to prevent unnecessary waste of
water as well or to admit the proper
quantity of air.
The loss of water is most harmful
during the growing season, but water
saved and stored at other seasons is
just as useful. The preservation of
the rainfall from season tu season and
keeping the soil in right condition for
a moisture reservoir is therefore a l
matter in the regions of limited
rainfall.
That which is most disastrous to
crops, whether in a dry region or during a drought period, is the formation
of a crust at the surface or under the
mulch. Tills indicates rapid evaporation of the water and what la more
important the deposit of dry salts
which fill the soil pores and shut out
the air from the plant roots. If a soil
mulch is maintained too long without
change the crust may form Just beneath the mulch, which is Just as bad.
The formation of such a crust must
be prevented.
Sometimes it is found that even
with the greatest care there is not sufficient moisture in the soil within
reach of the roots to make it safe to
try a crop. A season of summer tillage by which the rainfall of the year
is atored and the fertility of the soil
is increased all the time, will bring
about the desired physical condition
The secret for the farmer in dry
lands Is that he must understand
these vital conditions and plow, cultivate or otherwise till his soil to
that end. The plowing must be done
when the soil Is in condition to be
plowed The lower part of the plowed
portion must be packed down firm so
that moisture will be carried and be
Is invaluretained. The
able in most soils. The disk is an admirable tool for keeping the surface
stirred before plowing and sometimes
after plowing, especially in handling
heavy soils after excessive rain. Always put the seed Into moist, firm soil,
for then you know It will surely grow
when the weather is sufilclen'ly warm.
The Important thing Is that the
farnifr should keep in mind the soil
conditions he desires and make use
of tools that will get the results. Let
us repeat, the vital thing is to secure
an ideal physical condition
that is, a
fine and firm soil with air and moisture and to maintain it Just so long
as It is possible to do any work in the
-
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You ladies, who have pale faces, sallow complexions,

Applet In United Statet.
Albert Kepp, New Jersey, speaking
Was about apples says: "Taking the total
population of the United Statet and
dividing It by the number of applet
"I always drank coffee with the rest produced, It leavet but 24 applet for
of the family, for It seemed as If there each person from now till July 1. It
e can grow snen
was nothing for breakfast if we did
""K. waapj
good apples, not to grow more;
not have It on the table.
barrels would be but one bar"I bad been troubled some time
with my heart, which did not feel rel each, yet we now have but 1,000,-00barrels on band In this entire
right. This trouble grew worse steadily.
"Sometimes It would beat fast and country."
at other times very slowly, so that I
would hardly be able to do work for
Imported European Eggt.
an hour or two after breakfast, and If
For
the first time in five years Euro-peiI walked up a hill, It gavo me a seeggs are being Imported Into this
vere pain.
country. Their arrival in the whole"I bad no Idea of what the trouble sale grocery of the west side, New
per
was until a friend suggested that
York, worrlet speculators, who have
baps It might be caused by coffee been holding domeatlc eggt In storage
drinking. 1 tried leaving off the coffee The foreign eggs are thlpped by
broand began drinking I'ostum. The kert irom nun, r.ngisnd. but were
change came quickly. I am now glad gathered originally from
Autlrla.
to say that I am entirely well of the France nnd Germany. The total
ra heart trouble and attribute the relief celpta amounted to 9H) cates, each
leaving
coffee
of
use
off
and the
to
case holding from sixty to one hunPost urn.
dred dozens.
"A number of my friends have abandoned tho old fashioned coffee and
Weaning tht Foal.
bave taken up with I'ostum, which
The weaning of the foal should not
they are using steadily. There ara
orne people that mako Postum very be attemii'ei until It Is ascertained
weak and tasteless, but If It It boiled that he Is cnpnhle of maintaining
lona enough, according to directions. himself, ami at first hit appetite
It Is a very delicious beverage. We should be ttudled and coased with
have never used any of the old fash- crushed oatt, etc.
ioned coffee tinco Pottum waa flrat
atarted In our houaa."
Sowing Alfalfa Broadcast.
Read the little book, "The Road to
The roan who sowt !fifu broad-caa- t
Wellvllle.' ln pkgs. "There'e a Reason."
generally putt In from 20 to 40
A aw
SCver rrad the abave letter
mmm aparara fraaa tlaae ta flair.
Thar poundt of teed per acra, when If be
tara ara alar, traja, aad fall af hwaiaa utet a prett drill 10 to II pounds of
seed will be sufficient.
n

dark circles under eyes, drawn features and tired,

THE

PIANC

DESPERADO

AT

Walter

Most Feared Man In

Dor-na-

ut

habit-formi-

Pennsylvania Penitentiary. Plays
Hymn to Quiet 800 Fear Stricken
Prisoners During Crisis.

Pittsburg, Pa

Discipline

ng

ü
CARD I

as a bar-

liberty exemplified Its
lofts arfen Ml prisoners in the chapel .
I the
'stern penitentiary sat Iranm?-.blei
impassive and under perfect
while, just across the prison yard,
flames broke forth from the stocking
Factory taNaarai by dense volumes of
laufes which enveloped the interior
f the great high walls beyond which

rí, r to human
.

con-Iro-

lay

worn-o- ut

expressions, you need a tonic.
The tonic you need is Cardui, the woman's tonic
It is the best tonic for women, because its Ingredients
are specifically adapted for women's needs. They act on
the womanly organs and help to give needed strength and
womanly frame.
vitality to the worn-oCardui is a vegetable medicine. It contains no minerals, no iron, no potassium, no lime, no glycerin, no dandrugs of any kind.
gerous, or
It is perfectly harmless and safe, for young and old to use.

CONVICTS HELD IN THEIR SEATS
BY MUSIC WHILE FIERCE
FlrtE RAGES.

The Woman's Tonic

tre-do-

"After my doctor had done all he said he could for me,"
Lasa than a score of guards were
chapel
doors.
vvhhin and without the
writes Mrs. Vm. Milliard, of Mountainburg, Ark, "I took CarHad Mad of them were busy directing
dui, on the advice of a friend, and it helped me so much.
the operation of the prison fire depart-Bea- t
"Before taking Cardui, I had suffered from female
Had there been a stampeda
i
the
gained
nave
troubles for five years, but since taking it, 1 am in good health.
hundreds must
some temporary, others perma"I think there is some of the best advice in your book
nent, liberty.
that 1 ever saw." Your druggist sells Cardui. Try
The service had been on a half
announcwas
Chaplain
Miller
how.
Write to: Ladies' Advil rv Dert.. Oiaftanonjj Med cine Co Chattanooga, Tens
ing selections rendered by the
lor Special Inttructsois. a:. J
Jte book. "Hume Treatment lor Women," seat Ire.
Qlss club of New Kensington.
At the piano, as accompanist, sat Walter Dormán, a member of the MM Mi
brothers' banditti, who is doing a life
MIXED
IDIOMS
GETTING
term.
"L'orman Is the most dangerous man
May Have Meant
John
r. marked
here,"
Warden
Well. But Directions Were
Frani is a few moments before the
Say what yoa will of whatever
pnrl f thr hiiiiinn nnhimi (her
alarm rang out
Somewhat Complex.
pirase, thr rlvrr f life la III.
"He has brains and a running
It la rlthrr Ihr awlft runnluc
Passengers on a New York street
Hope of escape
which never sleeps.
airean of healthf or the Kenu-lade- a
dlaeaae, oar or
rhaaarl
n ver leaves him
and his every car were treated to some chotee examthe other.
Knt;lish
thought is concentrated upon plans to ples of
The aew remedy for the blood la
when a stout gentleman with a robust
that end. He is kept in his cell
voice started to relate to a friend
his only relaxation being
rehearsals and his duties as his adventures of Ihe previous night.
"Twelf o'glock it wass when he
prison pianist."
Though
vocalists of exceptional come alretty," said the stout man,
merit, the glee club was unhappy in Its "und on de toor rap."
"Hut," said his companion, "it was
selections.
There was a lack of gin-er- ,
the kind that freaheaa and quirk.
eaa the rlrralatloa. enerarlaea tha
only about ten o'clock when he started
of cheer and snap in their reperBond rnrpaarlra that flitbt th
over there."
A visitor
It was depressing.
toire.
battle of life for the alrk.
I
"Veil, twelf o'glock it wass when
M O N
asked the warden to request someRAAPARI1.LA
COMPOUND la aallke an
othrr
thing lively and prisoners who heard he conies alretty und on de toor rap.
mrdlrlae.
It norka dlttrr-entl- y.
kaona
Dim smiled approvingly.
l'nd I tell him de dogtor he vant, he
It rearara la aad ihrongrh
and doai till It aeaetratea fa th
Then the cry of "fire" was heard. shouldn't go de frondt vay oudt, de
aral of the dlaraar aad prlafa at
Suarda sprang to their feet, their eyes sid vay roundt und de pack vay oop.
the vrrr throat of the raaac at It.
this. AnA .loma
It't thr nnly rtmrif that
iweeping the sea of faces, while with und chust as blaln as dot. l'nd den de
ttill. It irrM rrulla ttnA ffwu carra wbrrr no
efery-podr ran. Trll
ur .niirirlat ttila la tha kind
Sands on revolvers they watched those plame fool, he rap yet und vake
ami that IN won't bara aur nthar.
Íoua want
who might be expected
de house in. Den I put myself
rat I!. if La baan't ruaka htui gat It tail
to lead an
gat ur
yu.
my pants on und maype I don't pall
Dutbreak.
B. RICHARDS MEDICINE CO., Sherman. Teahh
K
It did not come. Several prisoners, him oudt. I call him a chumbp und a
impelled only by curiosity, stood and lopster "
"No," laughed his friend, "you surelooked through the windows at the
ly didn't call him that."
"Call him dot?" snorted the fat man.
room corn ttat )s we cWan
flnd
"Say, I call him eferyting I can lay
cost you lots of good money.
fn?p from seed and pit up ,
R00(Jj
my handts on."
You can savethe money by givsolid, square bale will always sell
quicker and bring better prices than it
ing them a real medicine, that
DELAY IS DANGEROUS.
will if poorly handled.
acts on their liven
The appearance of a well handled
When the kidneys are sick, the
BLACK-DRAUGcrop always merits the approval of
1
ahole body Is weakened. Aches and
the buyers and makes that grower's
pains
urinary
ills
and
STOCK & POULTRY
crop always in demand.
come, and there is
JStarj
danger of diabetes and
MEDICINE
Future of Arid West.
fatal Brlght'l disease.
This Is made from pure
"What is the future of the west
Doan's Kidmy Pills
under scientific soil culture? If I
cure sick kidneys and
is, the best we know how.
were to speak what is In my heart
impart strength
to
It
cured thousands of sick
has
you would credit me with extravathe whole system.
will probably cure
gance and exaggeration. I have great
hogs
and
Mrs. M. A. Jenkins,
out-MtS-

it

.

Ken-Bod-

German-America-

THE RIVER OF

n

German-America-

SIMMONS'

,

,

Sick Hogs

,

Quanah, Tixas, says:
"I was so badly run
down that the doctors
told me there was no
I was ao low
hope.
my relatives
were
ealled in to see me before I died. 1'lf
ferent parts of my body were badly
swollen and I was told I bad dropsy
Doan's Kidney Pills saved my life, and
made It worth living."
Remember the name Doan's. For
tale by all dealers. 54 cents a box.
Foster-MllburCo.. Buffalo, N. Y.

Song Quieted the Convicts.

Carnes across the way. Then, without
being told, they resumed their seats.
Dormán, stoical, his hands poised
above the keys, his Jaws set, his figure tense and rigid, looked straight
copper sulphate In a cheetecloth bag ahead, but the lull below told him
nd suspend the bag In a barrel partlv there mas none to follow.
"We will sing 'Kindly Light;'
N(,xt ,,ake the
all
ñUei wUh water
ume In another receptacle, and ttraln Join," said the chaplain. Ills voice
the milk of lime thus obtained Into held no tremors and bis smile waa as
serene as though he were officiating
the copper sulphate solution.
at a nuptial, ceremony.
add sufficient water to make 60
Hesitating not a second, Dorman's
Farm Journal.
Bordeaux Mixture.
Formula for making the bordeaux
mixturePnnr nnunrta nf ai,tr,KnA nf
conner. four nour.ds of nulclcllm. U
gallons of water. First dtaatWa the.

n

Foolish Loiterers.
People who sit and wait for great
moments miss many wonderful small
moments, and they are to be pitied.

Endurance Is a much better test of
character than any single act of hero-Ism- ,
however noble. Avebury.
Lewi' Single Hinder 5c cigar equali

takes Into consideration Appropriate
annual fertilization.
I'nlik
other
cropt. rotation It not Important, unless
It be to eradicate some persistent foul
weed slowly gaining a foothold
The
safe conclutlon It that onlont may be
planted from year to year on the tame
ground with Impunity.
Meaning of "Dry Farming."
proper definition of the term "dry
farming" It that It la used to define
the adept C cultivation of cropt under a limited rainfall and without Irrigation.
A

Complicated Machinery Not Needed.
It Ioea not require sny new or complicated or expensive machinery to do
successful dry farming under the beat
methods.
Protect tha Marts.
There la no more pitiable tight than
a mare and foal standing In the open
with their coata turned the wrong way
and shivering with cold.

i

i

fingers caught the keys and the 800
prisoners, men who bave committed
VaVJf crime for which law la Invoked,
Joined In giving the grand old hymn.
The crisis was past.
Dashing through the gates and up
to the driveway came an engine and
hose company. At the tame Instant
Hunkers Rlnehart and Ramsey, the
former wearing an old, the latter a
new, prison tult, sppeared
at the
barred doors.
must save my books, they are
over there, let ut through," thouted
the Waynesburg financier. The warden nodded, the doors twung wide and
the two men sprinted for the fire.
Ramsey won. He wat not carrying a
weight handicap.

A

A laird and bit ton ware
remarkable
playing on our North Berwick llnka,
and the ton tent a ball whining pant
bla father's ear. The caddie aald:
'Ye munna kill pa.'
"Then, after a yaaae. ha added:
"'Maybe yell he the eldest soar"

i
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Ask

dealer.

25C. 50c. and $ 1. Per Can.

Constipation
Vanishes Forever
Prompt Reltt...PefmiaBt
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good many things are Important,

true.
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.THE KEYSTONEj
TO HEALTH

A

FREE

Of

Package
"Paatine

Will Be Sent

Frew of Charge
Reader of this

IS

to Every
Papar.

HOSTETTER'S
STOMACH

BITTERS

J

Ht Smelt a Motive.
When MIsh Dofttky Campbell, the
8cotMah golf champion, wat' In Philadelphia, she told, at one of the
Merlon Cricket club lunchcont, many
amutlng golf ttorlca.
"The cad lie, ' she said. "It alwayt

yours.

in quality moat 10c cigars.

gal-Ion-

Ground for Onlont.
Once a plot for onlont Is selected
It should be tet apart from year to
year for that purpote. with tucceislre
expectations of greater yield. Thle

LIFE
H.

confidence in the semi-ariregions.
I helieve of a truth that this region
which is Just now coming into Its own
Is destined to be the last and best
grain garden of the world. Good
farming can be done here better even
than In the humid region, but the
work must be understood and carefully applied. The highest degree of
Intelligence is needed. It means real
headwork in every process." H. V.
Campbell, at Dry Farming congress

fields.

Women

Pale-Fac-ed

SONG

In

ABANDONED IT
For the Cld Fashioned Coffee
Killing.

later.

TIME

Field Crops.

'

I

HARVEST

Western Sections It Doe Not
Interfere with Work on Other

-
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CORN

In Most

Indigestion

ftt-- r

BROOM

DRY LAND FARMING

A Minister's

Ghraa

oe a swaet

braath i clean, n ialt,

teeth antiaaptically clean
mouth and throat panSAaa tata kwatk
sitar amoL.n- ,- d Up ala ail fill II
parapiration and body odor
pratiatad by dainty w
remedy lor aora aye
A fade Paihne nowdar
bleed ia a fkaa ai hot
ferra-fra-

a

mill

makea a delajhtiui anbarptx: ao--

Ihe hrst aid to a weak
stomach, sluggish liver or
constipated bowels should
be the Bitters, because it
has proven its right to be
c

"the best." It is
Indliietlon,Costlvea

af power, and abashatciy karm-UTry o Sample. 50c a
a.
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UNCLE JOE CANNON

"
"lncle Joe Matrimonial
bad a most modest beginning.
Out In Stewardson, 111, there Uvea a
young farmer who has been reading all
sorts of newspaper stories and magazine articles about the higher cost of
living. He read that lots of young people did not get married because the
cost of living was surh that penury
and sorrow stared them In the face.
H" was a bachelor and prosperous,
and It occurred to him that somewhere
In the land there must be the mata
that would make his home happier and
brighter, that might be just yearning
to get marricl. yet cared by all this
talk of poverty aritj, trouble,.
The
young man wrote to Speaker Cannon.
He wrote a modest postal card to say
that he had a farm of 120 acres, and
that, like the hotel business, there was
always room for one more."
He put
It up to the speaker to furnish the one

The

WVSIIINGTON

On I White
In the speaker's

if room of the national house
representativos reposes a packet
of
lettert Indorsed "Cupid."
It
tlM filing cabinet of the 'Tn'-lJoe
Matrimonial Hureau,'' established by
accidta! and not Incorporated. Every
day ( rings additions to the speaker's
n kit, from men and women, young and
Id
from every quarter of the land
king surcease from the pangs of
li nellness.
Some of them are rich,
they say. and others want to make
selves happy. Some of the writers
th
an 'inlte "choosey," as to the sort of
ht lpmcet they want and others will
take almost any old thing that Is
ling to trot or even amble In double
ii

(if

more.
Then Vnole lea In the goodness of
his heart told a newspaper man about
the young farmer, and the newspaper
man put a piece In the paper and the
flood of letters started.

barMHL

Honor for Owney the Postoffice Dog
the mall

was being loaded.

He was

unobserved till after the train had
started. Then the clerks sent him
I err
(JWjfJ
ft back .to Albany. After that he made
frequent trips. The employes of the
office
tagged him "Owney, Albany
I'ostoffice. Albany. N. Y."
They requested other mail clerks to affix tags
Is about to come Into his to him on his trips showing where he
MAWNH

Jfe
J

own.

I

Mm

"Owney"

was a dog. He
Is, but he Is a dead dog.
His
tinted1 remains will be on exhibit at
tbi nhlo Valley exposition, to be held

had been
He soon became so extensive a traveler, however,
that he
couldn't carry his tags. While he was
once passing through Washington the
postmaster gCMral gav.; him a set of
harness.
From this the tags were
th' n suspended.
He traveled from
place to place, always following the
mall.
In addition to covering the
I'nited States and Canada, he visited
Europe and Asia
The mikado of
Japan presented him with a silver
medal upon which was engraved the

HnrtillHtl next autumn.
tmaster General Hitchcock has
arranged to send a postal exhibi-to the show.
The chief clerk of
department has notified the expo-n
management that he has
the leading features of the
;rn, which will be forwarded in
time for the opening.
"Owney" will get the place of
n nce.
The dog's story makes
r ; Itjr, Almost 24 years ago the little
tcb terrier was found curled up
P on top of some
mall bags In
poetOeRos
at Albany.
II" hail
n r f uge from the cold.
The mall
erka adopted him. They at length
imed him "Owney" because of the
nt question: "Who Is your
owner?"
on-day he followed the mail wagon
'
lbs station and boarded a car while
Pi

--

national
at of arms.
"Owney" net a death not In keeping with his honored life. At Toledo,
on one of his Journeys, he was chained
In the basement of the DOStOfflOO.
A
photograph.
attempted to take his
picture.
"Owney'' barked his objecA Clerk sought to sooth him
tions.
and was bitten. The clerk spread the
report that the dog was mad, and a
policeman shot him.
Now he goes back to Ohio, honored,
but still a very dead dog.

:

M
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No matter what mar be the opinion
of Mr. Joseph Cannon, no matter If
be mar be looked upon br some aa
a czar, and br others aa a big warmhearted man, with many of the In
tlncta that make humanity very bearable, all will admit that he la a man
who baa been advertlaed more than
any other man in the United Statea.

What he mar have to aar therefore
on any subject, will have weight. Observant, be speaks his mind freely.
He waa Interviewed the other day br
the correspondent of a Canadian
newspaper. He spoke of his admiration
for Canada, and he Is quoted In a war
that pictures farlly well the peraonat
of the man. The correspondent says
he launched out Into personal biography, proverbial philosophy, political comment, cynical scorn, broad profanity and sentimental poetry such as
one rarely hears In the space of an
hour. He discussed the Canadian tariff, and then said: "People aay I
break the Ten Commandmants, all of
them. But I don't, at least not often.
I did break one of them up in Canada
'wo or three years ago. As 1 rode
:rom Winnipeg to the Rockies over
your great West and saw the finest
wbeatflelds in the world, I thought of
Virginia and a lot of our States, and
I smashed the Tenth Commandment
every hour of the journey. Yes, air,
I coveted my neighbor's land."
Coming from a man of the fame of Mr.
Cannon, these were words that should
have some weight with the Americana
who may still have doubts of the advantages that are offered to them In
Western Canada. A home amongst
the wheatfields. Hundreds of thousands of Americans are adopting it.
They go to Central Canada, to any
one of the three Provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan or Alberta, or to
the Coast Province of British Columbia, take up their homestead of 160
t
acres, and probably
another
ICO acres, or it may be they do not
care for pioneering tw.enty or thirty
miles from an existing railway, and
purchase a farm. Then they settle
upon it and, having no clearing away
of timber they begin at once to cultivate it, and make money. That they
make money and much more than
they could possibly make on the
farms they have left, is the
evidence of hundreds of thousandr
They do not leave civilized life, tb ,y
but remove from one sphere to another. They have splendid social conditions, churches, schools, rural telephones, splendid roads, railways, convenient just the same as what they
left, and what is more, they get much
greater returns from their crops,
which give abundant yield. The climate Is perfect, and It Is no wonder
that most flattering reports are aent
back to their friends In the States,
and it is no wcader that Joe Cannon
was tempted to speak as he did. He
"coveted" hi' neisrbbor'. land.
pre-emp-

high-price-

mentioned In this
stand upon its own
t
feet A former Clevelander, now
In Washington, got word that
a Cleveland friend was in town. He
fi'Und out the friend's address.
One
nlng he told bis wife he would
niake a call. He took a car and got
ff at a certain circle.
Two streers
It ud from this running In the same
direction. He thought he took the
right one. In point of fact he took
the wrong. One Is a first class residence district; the other Is made up
of mean building. He paused before
the number that bad given him an
the address of his friend He gazed
.
up at the duaty, dirty outside In
Then he went home.
"I hadn't
the heart to go any further," he told his wife. "John must
he playing In awfully hard luck."
Why didn't you go to see?" his
wife demanded. "He may be 111 and
res-lea-

-

dis-inay-

alone."

The Large Way.
Apropos of J. Pierpont Morgan's Im"He's too proud." said the husband. mense resources, as shown in his re"I remember that pride of his. It's cent proffer of $100,000,000 wherewith
almost an affliction."
to build more New York subways, a
"What are you going to do?"
broker said:
"Mr. Morgan's wealth causes him to
"I thought I'd Fend linn a check."
"Do you suppose," the wife scorn- look at money In a large way. Once,
fully asked, "that he would have
at the Metropolitan club In Fifth aveciit-ccashed, It be U aa proud as you nue, I told him of the death of a musay?"
tual friend.
" 'How much did he leave?" Mr. Mor"Well, I'll send him the money
gan asked.
then."
" 'A matter of five or six millions, 1
Next day he wont to his bank an-drew out a hundred dollars In one bill. believe,' said I.
This he put into an envelope and sent
deceptive circumstances
"'How
to the address of his friend, writing sometimes are,' he said. 'I always supstreet and number correctly. He told posed him quite comfortably off.' "
the messenger not to say where the
Newfoundland's Bad Record.
Inter had come from. This answer
came In the morning's mall:
The Newfoundland Society for the
"Dear Kill Well, you've decided to Prevention of Tuberculosis is carrying
pay that old poker debt after all these on a vigorous and necessary campaign
years, have you? Much obliged. I'm this year In the Island. The death
going to have that bill frame
and rate from the disease In Newfoundland
hang It on the wall when I get home." la very large. About one In every
The recipient of the letter slowly five of the total population dies of it.
tore It to bits. Ills mind went back and, what is worse, in the last six
to the days of that crazy youth that years the death rate, which is stationary or decreasing elsewhere, haa
his friend referred to. He remembered the hundred now: he was as- Increased about 50 per cent. This la
due largely to the native horror or
tonished that It wasn't more.
"I suppose Mary will ask .Tie if I've fresh air In the house.
heard," be mused. "I guess I'll say he
Or Elae Burn.
was too proud to answer, but he needAndrew Carnegie apropos of his epied the money so badly he kept it."
gram about the disgrace of dying rich,
said at a dinner In Washington:
"Why should any one die rich?
There are no pocketa In a ahroud, and
established.
aa for the man who'd like to take
"Naturally, being director of the bu- hla money with him, why, even If he
reau. I have to bear the brunt of this managed to do ao, it would only melt."
criticism. That Is aa It should be.
Ungeneroua Lavishneaa.
Moreover. I am used to It.
"Tour former buaband never com"Hut while the abuae la going around,
why not be Impartial with It? What plained about tbe alimony!"
"No.' anawered Mrs. Fllmgllt, "he
about that great weather prophet the
waa brute enough to aay hia motto
ground hog?
I ask
waa 'Freedom at any cost!'"
"What about ground hogs'
you. Is be not the greatest faker, the
Pettit'a Eye Salve for 25c
greatest fourflusber, the greatest buncombe artist that ever pretended to relieves tired, overworked eye, stops eye
aihe. ronretel. mtUmed or sorr eyre. All
look at a cloud and tell you what waa draggiat
or Howard Hu b Buffalo, N. V.
I

L. MOORE, chief of the
hureau, ia the victim of a
fi xnlonal "grouch " He haa become
tncenaed at the ground bog aa a bual-nea- t
rival. He believes his competitor
thouM be let In for a share of crltl In It?
ism and not all of It thrown at his
"What did be do thla year? Did he
head.
make good? Not a bit of It. He waa
You never pick up
paper." aald as far off aa we were about the probI'rof. Moore, "that you don't see able weather condltlona for March 4,
harsh criticism of the weather bureau. 1910
We. get roaated If the weather la hot.
"He crawled out of his bole on FebWe get roaated If the weather Is cold. ruary
saw his ahadow, got hla picAnd when It ralna the abuse heaped ture in every paper In the country, and
.pm us la terrific.
tben beat It back to hla lair, leaving
No matter what we do It Is wrong behind him the Idea that the remainH w
miss the time of the coming der of February and all of March would
l
rain by half an hour wa ara de-- be marked by bad weather
"Waa It a reliable forecast? I should
lared groaaly Incompetent.
People
ii.ske speeches and say the weather say not. We have had the mildest and
ir.su la spending too much money. most beautiful March In years. Tat
Then somebody writes a long maga- the ground hog gets off without a
And seat year people
zine article about ua. They aay wa single roaaL
t
rat have been right for two daya will be Juat aa eager to believe la bin
a a stretch since Ike bureau waa judgment-I

POPULARITY

,

Melody la the golden thread running through the mate of tones by
which the ear la guided and tbe heart
reached Christ lan I.

I

Grasa widow a are aa new mown hay

sssssssN

For Infant! end Children.

magazines which Inflates Itself with
the Idea that it ia directing modern
Ufe. "When you shake banda with
a man," runa the recipe, "grasp the
hand aa though you were glad to see
the owner, look him In the eye, and
give him a smile from your heart."
This Is a
recipe.
It
has been worked by some of the great-ea- t
frauds In Christendom, to subserve
their own enda. The man who is
aeeking popularity, posing
for It.
angling for It, usually doesn't deserve
It.
Keep your admiration for men
who show you their real selves, who,
when they are bothered or worried,
or mad or glad, make it manifest by
appropriate facial expression, and
who are not constantly standing
s
before the mirror.

The Kind You Hava
Always Bought

sure-enoug- h
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Hia Views on Suffrage.
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When a female canvasser asked an
old farmer to sign a petition In favor
of a woman's movement lie eyed the
document for a while with suspicion.
"No, I'm again' it, sure." was the reply, with the emphasis of a man who
had had some domestic infelicity. "A
woman who's alius
is alius
In trouble.
If you've got anything to keep her quiet I'll sign it."
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perfect Remedy
.

otrm

n
"Til --re In more
m Una
of me eoufitry
than ail other dine ee put toceilwr. and until the laet
lew yrart w.w supposed to be Incurable. For
crrat
mam yeere doctors pronounced It a local disease and
prescribed local remedies, and by ronstantir falling
to cure with local treatment, pronounced It Incurable.
Science ha proveo Catarrh to be a constitutional da
case, and therefore requires constitutional treatment.
Cheney
by F.
Hall catarrh Cure, manufactured
Co loledo. Ohio, a) toe only Constitutional cure on
the market. It Is taken Internally in doses from to
drope to a teaapoonful.
It acts directly on the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system. They offer one
hundred dollars for any cats It falls to cure. Bead
Sjr nrrijiara and testimonials;
Addre: F. J. CHENEY CO.. Toledo, Ohio.
Bold by t) runlets. Tie.
late Hall a Family puis lor constipation.

Worms .Convulsions

and LOSS OF

feverish-nes- s

Sleep

8

Tvte

Centaur

Getting in Deep.
"Father," said little Rollo, "what is
the fourth dimension?"
"Why er my son, that Is hard to
explain to the inexpert intelligence.
It is something that may exist, only
you can't locate it."
"I know.
It's like a piece of pie
I'm to get when there is company to
dinner."
When Rubbers Become Necessary

And your shoes pinch, shake into your
shoes Allen's Foot-Easthe antiseptic

Thirty Years

Company.

NEW YORK.

a

cial institutions for consumptive patients, the Instruction of the public
about this disease, and Improved control over the meat and milk supplies.

Use
For Over

forConstipa-lio-

Sour Stornach.Diarrtioea

facsimile Signature of

Ladies' Home Journal.

Tuberculosis in Ireland.
bill will be brought before the
British parliament calling for steps
to be taken to prevent the high mortality from tuberculosis in Ireland.
The bill will demand the compulsory
notification and registration of tuberculosis cases, the establishment of spe-

Guaranteed under the Foodaaj
Copy of Wrapper.

CASTORIA

Combination Wood and Wire Fence and Corn Cribs
The most practical and economical fence made for yard, lawn,
garden, orchard or stock. Sold in 75 and
rolls and
painted with the celebrated "Monitor " paint. Easy to erect
and more durable than ordinary fences. Made in heights of
three to six feet of selected straight grained yellow pinaj
pickets. Se your lumber dealer or write
LUMBER CO.. Ltd.. Lake Chart. La.
THE HODGE FENCE
80-fo-

HODGE

FENCE

mm

Trial

Used to It.
Bottle) Frae By Mail
Recently a lady witness in a court
up the state was subjected to a
troublesome fire of cross questions,
and the lawyer, thinking that some
apology was necessary, tried to square
himself.
"I really hope, madam," said he,
yon suffer from Epilepsy. Fits, Falling Sickness,'
"that I don't annoy you with all these If
Bpaams. or hare children that do so, my New Dia- questions."
covery will reiiere them, aitd all yon are asked te
"Oh, no," was the prompt reply; "1 fin I. tfi u.nrf f,.,. V.uT,le Unid. Af Tl, Uaw'a
am accustomed to it."
Eplleptloldw
It has enred thnnsaods where er thing else
"You don't mean it?" wonderingly
failed. Oitarantetd by May Medical Latoratnry
returned the lawyer.
Vitder Pare Food and Drugs Act, Jane 80th, ltOS
No 14V71. Pleas write for Bpec.al Free
"Yes," rejoined the lady, "I have a (iuarar.ty
- lío .. aii.ig ve AGB and complete address
boy at home."
DR. W. H. MAY, 548 Purl Street. Hew Tort.
I
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powder for the feet. Cures tired, anting
feet and takes the sting out of Corns and
Always use It for Breaking in
Bunions.
New shoes and for dancing parties Sold
everywhere 25c. Sample mailed FREE.
Address, Allen 8. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.
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Hopeless.
I
"Your store is no good, sir!
asked for lace curtains last week, and
I couldn't get 'em."
Agri
What Prof. Shaw, tb
"Indeed?"
culturist, saya A ant It:
J would atfxmer rain cuttle In Wfetarm
"Yes. And I asked for silk socks aan
A man's idea of a generous act Is
WBBBBB innn in the corn belt of
IY3SBaa
having a chance to take all another yesterday, and I couldn't get 'em."
toe Lnitev Htatem
ia cheaper and clima
"That's strange."
fellow's money and leaving him some
better for the pnrpoe.
Vonr merket will
"And today I asked for credit and
loose change.
ftvtter then yowr
farmers will produce the
can't even get that. Is this a reguenppliea.
Wheat cma be
It Is always a shock to a man to dis- lar store, or what?"
grown up to the 6 th
Ku mllea nortft of
cover that a woman "knows her own
bound
the
loor vacant lane
mind," when he marries her under the Bleaaed Are They That Want Little.
be taken at a rate
who
Those
things
beyond
want
t.reawnt conoeev
are
fewest
impression that she hasn't any.
tmn. We have enovtm
nearest to the gods. Diogenes.
peoi'lB In the Unite
B
who want
alone
latea
DO TOt'R CLOTHES LOOK YELLOW!
to take npthia lan i " laatiy
Lewis
inele Binder ciear is nerer
If so, use Red Cross Ball Blue. It will make
them white ss snow. 2 oz. package 5 cents. dopeil- - only t linceo in its natural state.
Americans
will enter and make their bona as
Every man should have his balance
In Western Canada thla year.
It s foolish to be up to date on
laOV produced another largw
wheel trued up occasionally.
somebody else's money.
crop of wheat, oats
and barker.

WESTERN CANADA
Wall-Know- n

rd

mm

a.

70,000

In addition to whlrh the cattle
esnorte was an Immense item.
Cattle raiaius. dairrlaa. mises
farmina and jrreln arowtaa In the
proeinees of naultoo
cbewaa and Alberta. re-e-m
p- cad and p
saon areas, as wall as lends aeM
hf railway and land companies, will
prorlde nomas for millions.
Adaptable anil, healthful eaV

Dr. Pierce s Favorite Prescription
flAKES WEAK WOHEN STRONG,
SICK WOflEN WELL.
For over 40 years this celebrated remedy has
been making women's lives happier healthier

safer.

Many thousands of women have testified
to its wonderful effect.

The "Favorite Prescription

ehurchea. and food railway.
or settlers' rates, assert atlas
"Last Bast West." how
O mash the country and other par
tl calara, aril to flap't of
Ottawa, Caaad. or to ta
Oorernment Aaent.
J. S CRAWFORD
listb Street Uattt City. la.
at. IS

St

r
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Cana-lia-

"is

THE OSE REMEDY

can be de- tb
pended upon when there 3 any derangement of tne distinctly
feminine organism. It purines, heals, soothe, builds up.
THE OSE REMEDY which absolutely contains neither alcohol
(which to most Women la rank poison) nor injurious or
habit - forming drugs.
THE OSE REMEDY which hi ao perfect In Ha composition
and so good In its curative effects as to warrant Its makers
ia printing Its every Ingredient, ma they do, oa its
wrapper, verifying tbe same under solemn oath.

It

when backaches make life miserable when a sicken-in,- ;,
feeling makes work a weary agony
dragging, bearing-dowwhen sick headache, nervous irritability, loss of energy and appetite indicate derangement of the womanly organism. It is a purely
vegetable compound, being a glyceric extract from native medicinal
roots and can not injure in any condition of the female system.
Dr.
Pellets help the effect of
all other medicines by keeping the liver active and the bowels
open. They regulate and strengthen Stomach, Liver and Bowels,
Easy to take as candy. At all dealers get what vea ask
fr.
World's Dispensary Medical Association, Buffalo, N. Y.

your mouth removed while
you wait that's true. A Casca ret taken when the tongue is
thick - coated with tibe nasty
squeamish feeling in stomach.'
brings relief. It's easy, natural
way to help nature help you. tag
in

CASCaagTB
tot bom week's treat.
Bent. All draft-fie-u
"las,
seller
in th world. Million boar
moat.

it
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For Every

"Johnny, do you know why
ing to whip you?'

I am go-

"Because you struck a hoy amaller
than yourself."
1 thought maybe It was because I
am smaller than you are."

X5

JL -- v

3

and All Men

NC STROPPING

Pierce's Pleasant

rot

(S

Bad Taste

is needed

Making a Guess.

a

(Car address Dearest Toa).

PS m

NO BONING
W W

sal

KMOWK TXn

Loovaa

W. N. U., Oklahoma City, No.

PINK EYE

10.

Catarrhal fiver
amd

all

nose

and throat diseases

. Curatbkln and act aa a pre. emir, for others L Iqntd (ieaa es
thetonftu. Kafe for brood marwe and all
Heel kidney remade IS
eenta and SI 00 a bottle aft 00 and llu UO theother.
Bold br all d
ta
awa hora food bona, or mat npraaa doses.
paid, by las maim feemeals
turare.

SPOHN MEDICAL CO,

GOSHEN, INDIANA

1

'

"

eW

d

Rest Contains neither
Opium. Morphine nor Mineral

them-selve-

A

Bears the
Signature

Promoles

"Whyr

to some men.

CASTORIA

;
ftKtKKKrWItí

The way to be popular haa been explained br one of the marahmallow

Ground Hog Rank Faker, Says Moore

WILLIS

TO

d

Thought Friend Poor, Found Him Rich

be
NMES can't
It must

ROAD

Recipe Haa Been In Use Many Years,
But It Is Not Always Safe to
Trust It.

HE ALSO SPEAK WELL OF CANADA.

"Uncle Joe" As an Agent of Dan Cupid

THE

UN. PftrOC,

SleOO,

BUSINE88 DIRECTORY

CLASSIFIED ADS

Newsy Notes frorr)
Over tf)e CouQty

Southwestern Hotel
and Cafe,
EUROPEAN PLAN

Tularosa and

Now Open for Business
This hotel has opened for business with
everything brand new.
The best equipped Cafe in Alamogordo.
A Regular Dinner for 35c.

general committee it compote d
Misses Minnie Boarfte an
Mabel Hall. Matan. .1. 0. Wharton, A. Hyde. K- Lopes, J. R.
Howell, R. Romeo, Chaff. Croan
Boezueto- Since
Nick
and

Die-Se-

-

H

X.i

ALAMor.oKOO, NEW MEXICO

yyyiss JOSHU Ml'RPHY.

OPTOMETRIST.
Cyes tested and Glasses

Boars!

to IS a. m.

2

fitted.
to 5 p.

tn

1

of

RE-TOUC-

un-

a"

--

your
NOW is the Time to
FLOORS, and "ELASTICA FLOOR FINISH" is the MATERIAL to use. It has
NO EQUAL. Buy of

SALI Good buggy,

K

fj

The business men met at the
Wilton hall teat Thursday ninht
to make arrangements for a 4th
July celebrat ion. Georsre
4
i'urry H elected ehairmau ami
Jamen Anderson secretary. The
tinancial enmmittee selected ifl
omposed of J. W. l'nule. Renov
The
H. Fields and Joe aure.

Rciilent

I

"l'liones

opy top, and harness. Also bug(anon, has bought and moved
enough
Cheap
without top.
into the Tanner cottage near the
lét anybody. Inquire of Dodgen
blacksmith shop.
land KOMWll.
The young people of .Fames
h. p. high
POR SALE- :Canon gathered al Mr. Moser'.
All grade gasoline engine. rrami
Sunday and had singing.
new an a bargain. Can be lean
report a pleasant time,
Rousseau' i Auto Shop.
at
Mrs. Walker of Alamogordo.
: 81 tf.
who has been visiting her sister,
180
Mrs. Elmore, returned home
POR SALE OR RENT.
Monday, she was accompanied acres with 1 room house, tine
by her nieee, V Ima Elmore.
watering place for stock with.
range can be had reason a
good
Oar town now presents a lively
A. F. Menger.
or
write.
appearance. The erection of the
new hotel. tWO stores, and many
meritorious
for
CAPITAL
minor improvements has filled mining, manufacturing, and railour streets with workmen, and road enterprises. For part iculars
banished any suspicion of hard apply to CHARLES T. JOHNtimes.
SON 4 CO., Suite 19 Warder
Bldg., Washington. D. C

Notes

Monterey

BKYAN.

SURGEON

I.

ft

J. C. JONES, Prop

QEORGI 0.

In this column
fur advertt.o-nnMit- s
MinInsertion.
MM cent .1 word MM
M
cent
imum chare

Rate

-

Thursday sight the neral committee has snco'eded in raising
nearly $800.00. The financial
committee will meet with the
Thursday
general committee
Farmer- - Flats.
discus-furthto
week
of
this
night
4LAN060RD0.
of the Flats ex- NEW MEXICO
plans and arrangements.
tend a hearty welcome to Mrs.
L. E. Lumldey has shipped four
tt
iio their midst,
carloads of rattle to Kansas City.
The wedding ceremony w a s
A bucket weighing 100 pound quite a surprise to even Sim's
ft 11 into the Douglas well Mon- warmest friends, but the welday afternoon and struck Mr. come to the bride is none the
Proprietor of the
Douglas on the head. He was less hearty.
rendered unconcious by the blow,
C. W. Jones, who lives out
but his injury if not a serious
spring, exnear
the little
Good rigs, caretul drivers and
Is now ready for business.
one.
soon ;
well
drilled
a
pects
have
to
genteel treatment. Office np town just East of News office
Mrs. Mary Wharton has taken
yessc aril ,0 the work it
Residence Phone 17U the cooper Lynn hotel oacK 0ther employment will not pre
Phone
jga i n Mr. Abbott ami latum vent.
will occupy the Wilson house.
Mrs. J. R. Yale is expected
Misses Minnie Bourne and home this week from a several
Mable Hall have gone to Ruidoso niontl)3, vait wtll old tme
ALAMOGORDO HOTEL
to visit with Mi. and Mrs. Alvin friends in Kansas, .led will
Hall.
return from a couple of
Mrs. Cooper Lynn has return- months' work on the Lawson
oldest and best Known rjotel in
ed to her home in Harlen, Mon- ranch near La Luz.
Under the new
tana, after a two months visit
The Messic Bros, expect to fintl)e rates have been reduced to $2.00 a day
with friends here.
ish
their worK at the Hampton
improved.
and the service has been
farm house tfiia week. They
Cloudcroft Notes,
will immediately begin work on
will
be
final
examinations
The
a new house for Ed Martin a
giver) to families and
SPECIAL attention
Wednesday
and
here
short distance south of
held
Parties.

GILBERT,

K.

J.

D"

Phsrlan and Svrleon,
f

I

Ht.tr- - in

j

Alamoirordo,

iMiotir L.

e

af

N. M.

MILLEK.

W.

O.

the (tiltwrt ttui lJ i ti

PHYSICIAN AND SUKGEON
TslapSoM No. so.

QK. J.

O. HOLMES.
Physician.

Office gjtvff

Holland's Drue Store.

er

McRae Lumber CO.

J. Q. GRANT,

City Uivery and Transfer

al-s- o

Ala-n)ogor-

do

managinnt

oooo

Mrs. Bertha B. Neal

FOR SALE at a bargain. 6
room "J story house, and ó room
two story house, on adjoining
lots, corner 6th street and Maryland avenue. Levi Bates. 8--8 tf.
TO RENT

:

Two

IONE

Osteopathic Physician.
Corner 10th Street and Virginia Ave.
Alamuffurdu,

desirable offices

D. A.

FKIBLEY, Prop.

Krs

AI.AMOÜORW).

Maxirouti) Quality

H.

R.

FOR SALE, A 40 acre tract
mile from town, 12 acres
alfalfa, 1 acre orchard, all fenced
and all cleared ready for plow at
a bargain if taken at once. See
A. F. Menger.
or write.

e.

o-

D" 1

J. BUCK

OrriCE

UNDERTAKER

BCr-PLIE-

I'UONE
NO. 4.
RESIDENCE
PHONE
NO. t

Phone

-

i. .Ceunc.

Jones, of Alamogordo, is is expected this week for a short
here preparing to open a summer visit with frieud- - on the Flats.
hotel.
Ernest Sansom left this week
Arizona, to find employment.
for
Mr. Hansen, of Sixteen Spring

first National

oter
71.

gHERRY

Hank.

N M.

SHERRY

&

Attorneys
Office

it Law

Cpataire

Firet National Bank Haildlar

fj

H. MAJOR,

....

lMmtMtmi
rir"

W
I

.itt

National Bank Balldiar.

POPULAR DRY GOODS CO.

ilacaraaratatf)

Ladlea
Men

"

MASONIC TEMPLE lUILOINk

Readj to War Drj CMda, Bhoei
Clothlar aad Hat. We cordial Ij aa
inítatoa t jon u mm our taut
es
bl aso. Tax aa.

j

fT

WCflQCr

Real Estate, Loans.

Insurance

Quiniiven Block.

Notary Public

Cuaton Tailoring In )attl tvle.
Cholea Pattern alwaya in (lock.
French Dry Cleaning and Repair- lor aecordlnf la lateu methods.
liooda ruaranieed not to ahrlnk
Ladlea' Uoodo a specialty . . .

Divorce Denied

B. JARVIS.

ALAMOGORDO,

JenykOWSkl
Merchant Taller

C.

Afore Prizes Offered

D. D.

Dentist
Office

I.

-

A.

GUDGER,

V4

!

KMBALMEf.
AND Ft'NKKAL
OIRECTOK
AM DEALER
IN Ft'NF.RAL

N

MM

Wm. Hyde is i (.poetad home the Sanitary laws of the State Of
day.
soon from severul months' work Texas. The best equipped res-taurant in the Southwest. Head-Services were held here Sun- in Iowa.
for stockmen and min- quarters
day morning and Sunday night
The Sewing Club met with
ingmeu.
CHAS. ZEIGER.Prop"
by Rev. Harrison.
lu. t week and
Mr6. Wm. Hy
Misses Arzela Moser and Annie will meet with Mr?. II. W. Loom-i- s
on Friday, the- siteenth.
Campbell called at our school
week.
last
Mrs. John Bel!:, from Ruidoso,

J.

tü

U ta

Prepared to du porcelain crowa aad
bridge work, porcelain inlaje; atan
(old in laja.
OFFICE OVER WARREN'S URUl STORF
Rooma F, G aad H.
Phone 77.

1

Minirourn Price

f

Uuurs

Office 115

-

Miss Carrie Bass of Cox Canon,
was a visitor at our school Mon-

Ntw York Avenu

Pt)one No 5T

144

I'hunea

FOR SALE- .- One three room
house on Maryland Ave. Newly
papered and painted throughout
Will sell this property cheap for
Incash. A good investmentM&
Parker Son.
quire of S.

Fine engraving which will
please the most exclusive trade
is now one of our specialties.
The work which is not according
to specifications, and does not
Mrs. Elmore and sister, Mrs.
Quito a number of placer min please, will not be charged for.
Walker, of Alamogordo, visited ing claims have been located in All our work is on that basis,
school last Friday.
this vicinity during the past
The pupils are preparing a week or two.
short program for the close of Mrs. Jas. Richardson is makschool, May 13.
ing her husband a short visit in
EL PASO, TEXAS.
Dr. Haxby, Mrs. Sadie Wiles, Amarillo. She writes that Mr.
iF.ro pean plan
and Louise Schertz went to May-hi- Richardson has i good position
Kooma 75c $1 aad $1.80
this week.
as cashier of the Daily
Fan-handl-

and Surgeon

Physician

li

The Choicest Cuts
of Fmest Fed Beef

New Meneo.

D. McKlNLEY,

E.

in the First National Bank building, second floor. Apply at the
I4tf.
bank.

Motel Zeiger

THE CASH MEAT MARKET

HI' LETT,

t-.- il
1

e0cQ

c

KnOne
,

ntmmmm

mw.
Roswell, N. M., May 10. Judge
Company "I," 1st Regiment
of the New Mexico National Win. II. i'ope last night decided
Guard, will give six prizes for the case of Martha 8. Green FOB A GOOD FRESH CIGAR pB6d & LÍ
16
V6F1J
piano contest votes. The gentle- against Wm. W. Green, in which
man giving the highest number plaintiff asked for a decree of
Fin
'ound
will receive one of Gillette's divorce and in which defendant H. JACKSON'S CIGAR FACTORY
.
.
under cover. .
bill,
filed
alleging
cross
eompli-a
various
best safety razors, and a
Wholesale and Retail
natir'ng
C.
irregularities
and
J.
feod Norses, Good Rifts.
mentary dance ticket, good for'
one year. The lady giving the! Chronister, his former employer lnih Street Opposite the Court
GOOfJ SefVlCC
highest number will receive a in a mountain store west of Ros
Homo
l'ennsylvauia Ave-- Alamogordo.
Judge
fine gold bracelet, also a dance well, as
ticket nootl for MM year. The Pope refused to grant either litinext four will each receive a gant a decree and ruled that
complimentary dam e ticket good their oldest daughter should go
to the man's relatives, and that
for one year.
All votes are to be turned into their triplets, daughters four
the hand.-- of the commisMoncd years of age, should go to the
EV4AS' JEWHJtY STMK
The
maternal grand parents.
ofleera.
custodians were placed under
1st Lieut. Gudger,
H00 Imnd. subject to the further
2nd Lieut. Dudley,
Candles
Crackers
Cheese
orders of the court. The case
Capt. Kennedy,
Everjthiug fresh that is good to eat in bakery,
Comd. Co. "I." occupied ten days of the time of
the court and attracted considerconfectionery and lunch goods.
l
able attention. El Faso Times.
Aotce
i

BARRINGER'S

StSll

fill

That The Narpe Implies

I

1

(Flip Alamogoriiii Nmus

I

,

First Class ReadiQg for
Subscriber Makes a Higr
Class Medium for

KEEP YOUR EYE ON
uUjr?

AlamafLoriio Nnita

Welgele's New Store
! It

The 10th St. Barber Shop is
E. H. Fisher, of Albuquerqoe,
under the exclusive control and stopped over here Sunday, on his
management of the undersigned-None else is interested in a way to the republic of Mexico to
investigate a big irrigation
financial way or otherwise.
Ed Martin

WEIGELE'S POP ON ICE
41

